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This report describes 12 case studies undertaken as part of a

comprehensive evaluation of NSF's Local Course Improvement (LOCI)

program. The reportis the third in a threevolume set describing

results of the evaluation.- The first volume presented an overview of

the .evaluation and provides a summary of all project results. The

second volume described detailed findings from quantitative analyses

carried out as part of the project.
//

LOCI is one of a number of programs through which NSF's Division

of Science Education Resources Improvement provides support to

strengthen the capabilities of schools, colleges, and universities for

science education and research training. LOCI helps colleges and

universities improve their science instructional efforts at the level
_

of individual courses or small groups of courses. The program

provides up to two thirds of the total cost of aroject for maximums

of $25 000 and two. years. In 1976.LOCI received 169 proposals and
0

funded 66, with an average award of $13,600. In 11.2 the program

received 750 proposals and funded 129, with an average award of

$17,000. In 1978. it. received 453 proposals and funded*135,

average. awardof $16,700.

In July 1977 NSF requested proposals from educational

institutions and research'centers for the evaluation of its LOCI

progiam. The request for proposals specified a, prdject°that would

answer questions in several areas:



Need for'support for local course improvementWhat evidence

exists that institutions need outsi4e ssistance to keep up .

with currently.importantscientific and instructional
. ,

developments? flow; do' differ in different tYpesof

institutions-an4 indiffeient acientIfiefieldst

-RespohseitolOCI-7Do'applicants for awards tepresent.the full

range of:institutions and scientific fields? Are propoials

and funded projects consistent with establiahed needs for:

instructional improvement?-

3) Outcomes'of LOCI programTo v;hai extent do projectaachieve.:

the 'r objectives? Which sorts of objective's are most often.,

achieved? -What factors'Within projects contTibute to their

success? What are the most promising practices thai have

been.developed in LOCI projects?

4) Program rationale--Are program guidelines and.restrictions

reasonable? Are level of support degree of structure, and

time allotted adequatei WHat other alternatives are there?

On the'basis of our response to this request for proposals, we

received a prelimihary award to plan an evaluation of the LOCrprogram

in September 1977. On the basis of the plan we submitted in January

1978, -we received an award to carry out a comprehensive evaluation.

The project was carried out in.the period of September 1978 through

March 1980.

To answer the questions posed by NSF, we collected data using

several different methods with several different populations. To draw

conclusions about the need for local course improvement, for example.,

we contacted a representative sample from the total popuiatio of



teaChers of:'Undergraduate science and engineering. TO 'deterMine.

'whether the existing LOCI program- was responsive to perceived, needs

we Used NSF documents to construct profiles of .proposers and Of award

recipients, and we, compared these to a national protaile* of college

_.science teachers and. to the picture. of needs' developed in the irst

part of .the project.. To, determine whether program guidelines were
,

.
. ,

it appropriate, we read, dlassified, and analyzed' prqfposals 'funded by NSF'

during the, years 19,76 throUgh11978.- To outcomeasOf LOCI

projects, we analyzed questionnaire responses and final reports. from

lirectors/Of ,cOtpleted projects., We also madeobite- visits t%
".i.^1vw

representative sample of these projects.

This volume presents -only the results from the case studies.

Chapter describes results from three. projects designed to increase:
2

individualization of college science teaching. Chapter 3 presents

results from two applications of computing aids in teaching. Chapter

4 describes two projects that designed inquiry materials.for

laboratory instruction, and chapteri5 :describes two projects on other.
_

laboratory materials. Finally, chapter' 6 presents resultS- from, three

attempts to revise or update the content of science 'courses:

We chose to visit the 12 sites described in this volume in two

different ways. After reading final reportson approkimately 70

projects, we chose two sites that' had successful outcomes for ,

first visits. We wanted tb_be sure that such successful projects gere

well represented' in the case ,studieS. The remaining ten projects were

chosen without knowledge of results from a hundred or so projects% that

.wpre completed by December 1978: We sele t d the ten projects to

,represent different types' f settings (i. universities; fouryear-
.



Colleges and tworidar Colleges) with project idirectrs of different

academic, backgrounds (.41C,,",ienured'and untenured):. Projects we're

selected at random within these categories.

Visits to the projecs,were made)either by the evaluation.

direcfor James Pilik or by'project'senior resea'rch associate Cynthia
4

.
.Luna or by.both. K4ik'made fOurNiSats alone ;' Lun4 made. three' alone;

they made five site: visits as a pair. On one of thefive visits, they

were accompanied by Trinces.Lawrenz, a mebilt?e'i of the advisory, panel

'for tha.LOCI."eVaivation. The visits, WeretypicallY onefull day 'in

leektkand!thei were itadelilfWeen:"the iapaths-.of October 1979 and

qanuar7 1960,

A typical visit includeea one.to-two-lhout discussion with the

projact director; meetings .with other: kaVaable project staff members;

a meeting with either.a department chairperson Orldean to discuss

-.project effects on the institution; and meetings with faculty

colleagues whb may ,have been affected either directly or indirectly by

"a project. When possible, we alsb visited classes or facilities

affected by the LOCI project; Finally, we collected any available

project documents and written materials on project settings.

The-ease Studies that are presented in this volume reflect not

o ur vxsits to.the sites but also our reading of project documents

and materials. Before and after our visits we ed proposals,

reports, and project materials. The. case studies that follow

represent our effort,to synthesize a variety of materials and

impressions into-12 succinct sketches.
a
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Chapter 2

Individualizing Instruction

More thari half f all projects receiving LOCI funoing were

designed tp revise teaching methods in college science courses. A

substantial number of thtse projects on teaching methodology were

meant to individualize teaching--to adapt instruction to the

backgrounds and aptitudes of, individual Learners. Most of the
,

- individualized systeis of instruction used jn'the projects were

mastery-oriented and self-paced, and they-reliediheavily

instructional materials.

In this chapter we describe three of these p'ojects on

individuaiiied tea. ing. In the first project a teacher of astronomy

used Keller?s Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) in a sequence

of upper-level courses for majors. In the second project a physics
0

teacher developed individualized materials so that he could offer

several different low-enrollment science classes at-the same time. In

the third projectos nommunity college teacher d veloped instructional,

materials that individualized both content and ra e of learning for

students in his classes.

A PSI Course Sequence in Astronomy

The site for the PSI projeqt in astronomy was, a large' state

university in the Southwest. 'Founded as a state normal school befort

the turn of the century, theinstitution-id-today the-state's major-,
' -

-

research university as well a-s it, major institution t public highei

education. It occupies a'.600 -acre campus with more than 120 buildings

-41



in a metropolitan area of 400,000, and is composed academically of

nine undergraduate schools and. colleges, a graduate .school, a school

of law, and a school of medicine. Its mission is to serve-the

----citizens of the state by offering a well-rounded education at the

higher le4el.

The university had a recent Enrollment of more than 17,500

undergraduates and approkimately 3000 graduate students, 300 medical

students, and 300 law-stUdents. This enrollment was nearly equal to

the combined total enrollment in the state's six other pubLid colleges.

and universities. About 90% of the undergraduatei were residents of

the state, and almost 90% of the undergraduates lived off-campus.

Admission to the school was_not very competitive; recently the

university accepted 96% of those who applied. By the end of.the

freshman year, 30% drop out; between 30% and 35% .remain to graduate;

and about 35% of these go on to graduate school.

The full-time faculty recently numhpred approximately 750

(excluding medical school), and the. student-teacher '6tio was 21to 1.
'

All faculty members reportedly held doctorates, and salaries for

professors were at the national average. The university has no formal

instructional or faculty development center now, but is beginning to

investigate the possibi&ty of establishing formal-program.'

Released time for instructional development projects is occasionally

available. Faculty members, apply directly to department chairpersons,

and requests' must be approved at the dean's level. Summer stipends

for faculty have been available for many years,,but.these are for

research rather than instructional development projects. The

university administrators we talked to reported having the'most



difficulty,providing equipment and materials for cdurse improvement,

projects. Even here, however, the.university s provostas

-occasiNtly been able to-use,discretionary funds to herp individual

faculty members.

The director of the PSI project in astronomy is a member of
AA

seventeen-person department of physics and astronomy. reaching load

in the department is usually nine contact-hours,per week. .The

department has offered the Ph.D. in physics since 1448; and the number

'o£ graduate students in physics recently numbered 56. The university

does not have.a separate graduate program in astronomy,: and hai only

two full-time equivalent faculty, positions in this area.
n

Batkground%of the Project

cf

The.project director has had a long-standing interest in methods-
,

science teaching. While purOing his graduate degree in astronomy

#

_during the early 70's, he began taking couises.in education to deepen,
.

t

his knowledge o£ teaching methods. One of the new approaches he

-..

learned about'vas Keller's Personaliz,ed'System of Instruction. This
,

4 f

method's emphasis on one-to-kone interaction betweem a teacher and
-.

learner seemed especially attractive to him.
,

After attendin a week-.
. .

ong workshop-at the Massachusetts Institute g£ Technology fn 1972 tot .,

learn,pre, about pS1, he received suppoit from the President' Fund
,

_. .. k .

for.Innovation at his institution to implement this teaalingimeihod in

two lower-diVisMgourses. The coujses he designed were amongthe

.

first astronomy,do es given byPSI in this country. He developed.::

the materials, measur tcopei, and wrote and published Several.

Papers onhiswork Whit graduate student.'.

AA 0
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--His interests in teaching did not abate with receipt of the

uPh.D..and 'acceptance of a pbeq3om as assistant professor. in 1975. 1

'this new ,post, he wrote an, introductory astronomy textbook, now going'

into its third 'edition. He continueO'to seek out opportunities to
>,

Yearn more about teaching, and took, for example, a course on

"Professor as Teacher" given by the assistant provost at his

institution. And he made every effort to continue the work on PSI'

that he began.as.a graduate student.

The teaching :challenges he faced at'his new university;.however,
I p.

were different from those he faced earlier." As a graduate student,
. ,

the project direciortauiht courses in astronomy for non,-majOre.at one

of the most selective undergraduate sChools'in'thecOuntryu
. .As .a

faculty member, the%projeCt;director waeresponsibli for teaching

courses for science concentrators 'at a school with a wide range of

students. Because his new Oepartment had only two full-time faculty

members'in astronomy and lacked large research'programs in this, area-,

role models were few for these majors in astronomy. But the project

director decided that PSI could also help him, in this new situation.

To develop a PSI course, a.facnly member has. a. number of things

to do: selection of appropriate materials for 10 to 15 units of

instruction, development of study guides for these units, construction

of quizzes, and revision and rerevision of materials. All these

(things take time, and they require supplies and materials. In 1976

therefore the Project director decided to outside help in order to

introduce PSI courses in astronomy at his new ins:Eitution.

prepared. a Proposal for the LOCI'prograMEo develop a year-long PSI. ,
sequence in astronomy at the junior- senior - level. TheTroposal





requested approximately $10,600 from the National Science Foundation,

The money was -to be used; largely for summei'salary (two months of

full-t,ime salary for two years). .A small amount of money was to bet

used for-travel, supplies, and consultante. The proposed duration of

the.project was 15 months:

ProiectGoals

6,Among the project director sConcerns. about upper-level astronomy
. .

courses were'these three: who was learning the material, how were

-they learning and what were they learning. Students came to the

project.director,s upper -levelcourses with a wide range of.

backgrounds. Some students did not have adequate preparation in

mathematics and physics: The project director wanted all of his

atudentato learn.astronomy, not just those who.were WeI14,prepared for
.4

work in astronomy. He also wanted:these students to learn in the w

that astronomers learned- -not by being told but by finding out For

theprojeCt d1rettor, the lecture classroOm encouraged passivity.

-Inform 1 PSI classrooms were more like' .astronomy labs.. Individuala-

discussed matters on a one-to-one basis, and teachers and tutors

admitted their ignorance when they were unable to answer questions

students asked. And finally, the project director wanted his students

to see the new vision of the universe that astronomy was providing.
11

He thought that astronomy departments, especially when they had only-a

few faculty members,'often failed to communicate to student majors the

excitement of the field.

The projectdirector's specific goals for his astronomy sequence

therefore included:
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to devise teaching methods and materials that would be

appropriate for the wide range of students he found in his

classes;

. -

to make the activities of the students learning astronomy

more similar to the actual, activities of astronomers at work;

c) to incorporate new advances in astronomy' into. his courses.

In accomplishing these objectives, he hoped to create courses.thate

would serve ,as Workin&Modeis that might encourage others, at the

institution to reitructure their Coursed':

Project Activities

The two courses to be redesigned with LOCI futding formed a .

sequence. The first course in the sequence was The Solar System; the
(1.

second was. Stars and Galaxies. These two courses were fairly new fo

the curriculum at the project directdr's institution. First offered

in 1974-75, the; ere taught, by the project director in .1975-76 in a

conventional teaching format.. The courses were usually taken by
-

:juniors and seniorsten to fifteen in each course each term--and they

were required for the major in astrophysics.

. The project was to be carried out in three major phases. The

first phase was.to occur during '"two summer months of 1976. During

this time, the project director intended to define abjectives, write

unit study guides covering these objectives, and construct unit tests.

The second phase was to cover the 1976-77 academic year when the

project director intended to teach the two courses using the PSI

materials. During the third phase, which was scheduled for summer of

1977, the project director intended to revise-the_course materials in

light of student evaluations made'during the academic year.



The project moved along on schedule and with no major deviation

'froth the project director's plans. During the summer of 1976 the

oject director developed PSImaterials,for the two courses. 'During,

the academic yegr, he used the "a er =ls when he Offered the two

N,
courses. The courses operatql in typical SI fashion. About 15

students initially, signed up for the sequence. Students were

sophomores, juniors, and seniors, and their backgrounds were mixes'.

About.fiaif had the expected.math and physics background, but about

half did not. During the third phase of the 'pro ject ; the pro ject
t..

director undertook the revision of thecourse. The most serious

problem he encountered was one he had not anticipated. The tests

constructed during the summer took too long to complete. "Revision of

unit tests, therefore became a major task during the thirdphase of the

project.

Project Effects and Evaluation

In his proposal.to the LOCI program, the project. director.

described two instruments that he intended to use to evaluate the

effects of his work.. One was a questionnaire on PSI that he had

developed earlier for use in research on lower-level courses in

astronomy. The other was a general instrument for evaluation of

teaching available through his present institution's office of

institutional research.

For the past three, years, the project director has collected

results from his PSI courses using these two evaluation forms. First,

he collected data on the university' course evaluation questiondaire.

For the sake of-comparison, he presented results from the PSI sequence

alongside results from the sequence before-he revised the teaching

15



method. Ratings for this astronomy sequence were quite. favorable in

'both PSI and non-PSI formats. Students reported'that they gained

'factual knowledge, mastereeprinciples, mastered the discipline's

problem- solvingIpthods: developed rb skills, and would like the

instructor tot- another course. The ratings for the revised cburse,

however, were consi4entlyhiher. than ratings for the non -PSI course.

.* . .

- The project director also collected student responses on the

specially designed questionnaire. Since items on this questionnaire

applied only to PSI instruction, the project director was =able to
,

use this-questionnaire in his conventional courses. For the.§Ske of
.

therefore,:te.presentedresults.achieved in the aequenCe

for majors alongside results achieved in earlier PSI 'courses he

designed for noff7sc nce majors.. Responses on this questionnaire were

very favorable in both the sequence for majors and in the course for

non-majors. Buf generally the responses of majors were more favorable

to PSI.

On our site visit, we talked to students who had just completed

the first course in this sequence, TheSolar System. Their

impressions of the course were uniformly favorable. The students'

liked the lack of pressure and the, opportunity for one-on-one

interaction with a teacher.. The students also pointed out that the

workload in the course was very heavy--about twice as much as in other(

courses. One student commented, and otherstagreed, that the teacher

was important for. the, success of the course. He pointed out that the

project directbr was always available and.Was interested in the work

of each student. The student said that he could imagine this method

being far less successful in the hands of other teachers. The'only
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negative thing that,the stude ts.said about th format was that it

proVided only limited 'opportunities for hearing the project director

lecture. They said that eis was somewhat unfortunate because they

considered the project director to be a stimulating 'and effective

aecturer,

The project director also compared dropout rates in PSI and non-

\PSI versions of the course, and found no difference. He also noticed

no difference in course enrollments in PSI and non-PSI of the

course-or in grade.distributions.- Hg was not able,to make fbrmal

achievement comparisons. The course sequence that he revised....a

newly introduced at the institution so there was no tradition bf

examinations to build on. The project director estimated that the
9 -

cost of teaching the'course sequence by PSI'might be about 20% higher

than-thecost of teaching by bonVentiOnal methods. :The.maln reason

for the higher cost was the large amount of ,time spent with students.

At conferences. and meeting's, the project.. director told other
t9

instructors A other institutions about, his PSI work. A number of

these instructors requested copies of the materials for examination,

and several adbpted the materials for Use at their institutions.

'..AlthoUghpleased about this off-campus use' of his work,:the project

director was somewhat disappointed that his work has not had More

,effect.Within.his Own institution. Colleagues within his own

department have not used his Methods and materials, and-he has had

only small successes so far in convincing others-outside-his

department experiment with mastery-oriented teaching.

17



Single Instructor Multi-Level-Instruction

TheprOject on single instructor multi-JeVelinstruCtion,took

place at a nonsectarian Christian liberal arts college with a student

body of approximately 1500, divided almost equally between men and

women. Founded in ehre middle of the nineteenth century as a college'
.

for women in a small Midwestern town, the institution moved at the

turn of the-century to its present rural setting. Today the college

. occupies a 2407aCre campus that includk an eight-acre lake and a.

,woods. Nearly half of the building's at the.collega-have been

constructed in the past five years. Although: the, physical campus has

changed over the years the colleges commitment to evangelical

Christianity hasriemained.firm. All students, regardless of religious

affiliation, are,expected to attend chapel services.three times a

week." Community expectations include abstention from use of tobadco,

alcoholic beverages, profane-language,,and from dancing and gambling.

About' one-third of the students at the college are residents of

the state, the rest are fromouelof7state. About 80% of the students

live in residence halls on campus. They liay approxitately.$4206 4

year for tuition and fees, room and board, and books and supplies.

Admission to the school is cd4etitive. Recently, the'college

'received 733 applications, accepted 640,'and enrolled 45rreshisen.

Enterifig freshmen averaged 460 on tha verbal section of the Scholastic

Aptitude Test and 496 on the mathematics section. At the end of the

. .

freshman year, 5% drop out; 65% remain-to graduate; and about 50% of

the graduates go on to graduate or professional school.

. . av

The Student-teacher ratio.on el4. campus is 17" to 1. Over. 52%.of

the facul y members. hold daCtaraEes;,and salaries for these faculty.

6

ti
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members are at the national average. The college supports the

'teaching improvement efforts of its faculty in a number of ways. At

the request of a faculty member, for exasiple, the dean of instruction

will provide released time during the January inter-term for

development of'a new course; new course materials, or for other
r.

fdculty development activities. A program supported by a two-year,

'grant from the Lilly Foundation .also encourages fadulty development

activities. During the summer of 1979, this grant provided stipends

of between $500 and $1000 to about 10 faculty members to .work on

instructional projects.' The Lilly grant also provided funds kur,a

three-day conIerence on teaching held before the start of fall classes,

for faculty at the college. Called the Colleagues Collge, the
°

conference.Zeatured mini-coursesoln teaching methods, on issues in

teaching, and on course content.

The college has developed a sophisticated course evaluation

''system thrOugh which faculty members Collect student reactions .to

.their teaching, interpret evaluation results, and plari strategies for

improvement.- Faculty members first devise their own student course

eValuatiOn forms dsipg a catalog of items similar to the ones in

PurdUe'UniverSity's 'cafeteria system (Seibert, 1,979)-or-The University

of Michigan's Instructor-:Designeci Questionnaire (Kulik, 1976). ForMs

are computer- generated, and student responses on the forms ate 'also

tabulated by computer. Assistance in interpretation of ,results is

available-from the. chairperson of the psychology-department who ,

. serves as the college's consultant on. evaluation. In addition to

helping-individuals interpret evaluatiOn'results, the psychology

19
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department chaifperson also offers training sessions for other

departmedir chairpersons_on,interpretation'of evaluation results.

Background

la

\The project director is presently chairman of the chemistry

department at the college. When he developed his proposal for LOCI

funding, his position was professor of chemistry. A'graduate f the,

college himself, he became a member of the faculty after receiving his

,Ph.D., in 1966.. In addition'to teaching in the chemi try department,

the project director holds joint appointments in the departments of

physics and Wiii-Mation sciences..

Tht science.departmenteat the college are gener lly small in

size. Chemistry is a three-person departMent; physi,cs also-has three

departmenttmembers. In 1975 when the project director prepared his

LOCI proposal, only four or five students were graduat ng each year

with a degree, in chemistry, end only two or three stude is a' year

gradu4ted with a major in-physics. Good s4ence facili ies have'been

.4 \
available at. the college, .Goweve.r, siice the\ completion of a science

u center in.1968'. The science Ceiiter consists of .a' rectangular four-
'

level structure, a lecture-room complex and a.solarium- animal wing.

The building houses the departments of chemistry, physics,'

mathematics, biology, and information systems.

In 1975 the project director was concerned about the future of

three of the courses he taught: a physics course (Introduction to

Electronics); a chemistry pourse (Scientific Instrumentation); and a

course in information systems (Mini-computers). The three courses

were upper-division courses that used expensive equipment. Each

required a heavy investment of time from a teacher, who had to

4.//
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supe'ririse laboratories and the use of equipment. Although the three

courses were important elements in science programs at the college, -

each.served a very small' number of majors each year. Introduction to

Electronics for example, was offered four times between 1970 and

1975. This course had enrollments of three in 1970, five in-1971,

',four in 972, and three in. 1973.

The project director felt that these courses could serve larger

'number's of students if they.,-were offered at several diffetent levels

at the same Introduction to Electrtonibs, for example., 'might,.
'

Appeal to medical technology students in addition to itsmore.

traditional clientele of chemistry and physics majors; Mini-computers.

1

might _attract students majoring in chemistry and physics as well as

.

its more traditional audience of students in mathematics, computer

science, and business; Scientific Instrumentation' might appeal to

premedical sfudenta with.a variety of majors and baairOunds. To
.

serve the varying backgrounds; abilities and interests of students,

the project directOr proposed what he called Single Instructor Multi-

Level Instruction for Low Enrollment Courses (SIMILEC). This approach

was meant to enable a single instructor to offer simultaneously

several sections of a course directed toward different audiences.

SIMILEC was to use educational techniques similar to those used

by Keller and his colleagues in their Personalized System of
.1*

Instruction (PSI). Keller and his associates originally used their
N

-method with lower-division courses with fairly large enrollments but

1rdby the mid-seventies PSI had been adapted to a wide variety of area

and teaching situations, and_the project director began to wonder

about its applicability to courses with very small enrollments. He'

21
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finally concluded,thaitechniques such as those used in PSI might

enable a single instructor to offer two or more small enrollment

courses in the same place at the same time without overloading the

18

insfructor or impairing the overall effettivenenso_f_bis or her

teaching. There was nothing novel about students working in the same

college classrbom on different 'units of material. Keller and others

had shown many times that this cou1 4 be done.. But in' Keller's classes

all students were working through-materj.al that was part of the same

sequence:
4

What the project director wanted to demonstrate was that.-

different students could work on different sequences of .CouTse

material,in a single classroom at the same time under the direction of-
,

le teacher.

'The project dirpctor requested $20,600 from the LOCI program to
.

implement his ideas about single instructor multilevel instruction.
6

Staff members for the SIMILEC project were to include the 'project
\ ,

director, another faculty member from chemistry.,-_F7 faculty members\ -

Xfrom physics, an one from the biology department. Most of the NSF

funds were to be u ed for full or partial summer salaries for these

faculty members. small' part of the NSF money was to go for
7

laboratory and instructional materials.

project, the institution waived all indirect c is and provided

secretarial support for the project. The project director proposed a

As its contribution to the

15month duration for the project--from July 1976 through September

1977.

Project Goals and Activities

The main objective of this project was' to increase the enrollment

in three science courses by making these courses accessible to

22
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- students with varying needs and backgrounds. The ,project director

. ^hoped to increase enrollments without increasing instructional costs

and without impairing the quality of instruction. The project .
director hoped that the material he devised for low-enrollment courses

\
would also be useful for students in independent study courses.

\s.

Finally, he expected to be able to use SIMILEC modules to train high-

ability students to work as assistants for, certain phases of advanced
.0.

science, courses. For example, Cell Physiology- andlnimal Physiology.

were senior biological courses at the college for which there were

ordinarily no qualified assistants. The project director intended-to

use SIMILEC modules to train Iligh-ability students in. certain' areas of

interest so that lheie students could then serve 'as 'assistants

these areas when hey tockthe.senior biological courses.

From the fi
. ,

, the project director planned to involve his

colleagues in SIMILE tivities. .The involvement of other. fdculty

members would bring several.difierent perspectives to the modular

materials. When Offered in the conventional manner, for example,-the

project direceqr's course.on scientific, instrumentation,prebented the

,

expertise and perspective of a single diScipline. As'a modular.

.course, sCientipc instrumentation was to^reflect the viewpoints .of

. I

faculty members n several departments. In' addition, the project

director thoug t that involvement of several different.faculty members

in sitipx wou d increase the use of the materials.

The project orAegan writing materials for his three

.courses duringlthe summer of 1,976, and he continued writing thrqugh

the summer of 1978.: By the beginning of the 1976 academic var,,he
. .

/ tohad completed enough-material to offer Introduction to Electronics andoa
.

.

2'
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,
...

SciP entific Instrumentation through SIMILEC. Progress on
.

the course in.:,

InfOrmation Systems.was_gomewhat. less smooth:. ,Computer technology

advanced rapidly; during the years of: the.SIMILU project. At' the -

start of the project, mini-computgrs were aU exciting new development,
r

in computing; by the-siiddle.of the grant period, microcomputers were

snatching attdntion away froth the mini- computers. Instead of'writing

materials for a course's -on miri=Computers,thereford
2
the vo fjeat.-%

director devet ped, materials for a 'new coul.seyintrOduction to
)

. Microcomputers,
L.

January 1578: .

Tid offeredthis course', or'the first time during
.

The faculty ,members in chemistrY,.physics4 and biology als04

authoredmodules-or the pxOject. Thefeculty,mgmbet in biology

developesix Modul'es on the useOf:the.physiograph, three on the

"atomic absorption spectrophotometer; and two on'use of the

escilloscope in recording bioelectric potentials. The two faculty
.

members:in physicswrote modular materials on electron microscopy; and

on X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. Finalb5-the.faculty member'in

chemistry wrote odules on enzyme kinetics.

The materials were revised after their initial, uses, and are

Corday employed in various ways` at the college. The project director

uses the materials in regularly scheduled multi-leyel instruction

courses,* One of the physiasts4/ho'Worked on the project uses his

material on X-ray fluoresrence.in.;a supplemental mode in his course;

thd'other'uies his materlai'with independent study students. The

of.soulty member from ,aemistry who worked with the project director on

.

SIMILS,C uses .the material lie developed on enzyme kinetics to

24



substitute for lecture teaching for one week in his course. The

biOlogy professor uses 14s materials withindependent study students.

Evaluation

Although the evaluation planned for SIMILEC had several.

.

components, its major fOCus was on student enrollments. The ViOject

was meant to increase the number of enrollments. and the diversity of

Students in,,three 'courses. The project director planned to'coMpare

enrollments and majors'in these courses before and after SIMILEC as

'way ofevaluating the effectiveness, of hig work, He also wante

a

be

sure that the ciiiality of his teaching did not suffer with SIMILEC so

he planned in addition to collect student evaluations from the revised

courses.

The project director's summary of enrollments in his three

courses shows the, impact of SIMILEC. Before the use of this teaching

method, enrollments in Introduction' to Electronics, forexample, were

three or four students per year. The students were physics cir

chemistry or mathematics majors with good preparation for this course.,

With the use of limited SIMILEC materials in 1975, introduction to

Electronics was offered at essentially two levels. One level'evel was

taken by six students with a, strong background in electronics- -two

students majoring im'physics, two in chemistry, one in mathematics,

and one in ..:biblical literature. The section for students with less

preparation was also taken by .six students--one student majoring in

biology, one in philosophy of religion, two in biblical literature,

(

one in business and information;

systems and one in medical ,

technology.
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In-sUch3nuent years, the project director-has continued to offer

multilevel instruction in Introduction to .Electronicb--two,sections

n,1976, two in 1977, three in 1978, two in summer of 1979, and.two in

the regular term of 1979.- Enrollments in this course were 12 in

1976; 13 in 1977; 13 in 1978; 6 in the summer of 1979 and 12 in 1979'
4

during--the regular term. The other eeursesoffered-through,SIMILEC--.

. .

Scientifielnstrumentation,and MicrocompUtershowed -a.slmilargrowth

in the number and diversity of student enrollments.

The project director also collected, tabulated, and interpreted

student evaluation forms from the two levels of Introduction to

Electronics in 1975, 1976, and /977. In general, students responded

favorably :g6_the class and to the teacher. Reactions wets especially .

faVorable n the level of the course taken by students without strong

backgrounds. Out of the six students signed up for this section in

1976, for example, two responded "strongly agree" and four responded

"agree" to the course evaluation item, "Overall, this' course is among

the best I have ever taken." Student evaluations received from other

revised classes were also favorable. The project director noted
s

however, that student reactions to the thre:e couves- were neither more

nor less favorable than reactions .to these courses before they'were

pffered with SIMILEC materials.

Studeht evaluations of the SIMILEC courses showed one area Of
1.

dissatisfaction, however:: number of'students coMmented,that these

courses required too much rime and work: Students with strong
?

backgrounds for Introduction to Electronics,,were espeoially emphatic,

about this point. In arieffort to:improve clis aspect of his course,_

the project .director 114S-recently asked students'tolteep. daily legs"
4
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the time they spend on, the course. The project director hopes to

- be able to use the data to schedule course activities in the future.

Workload is also a problem in the other two courses--Scientific

Instrumentation and MiCrocomputers-.7and it has occurred as.a weak.

poiut-in-evaluations of other courses that the project .director has

offered. The project director has a reputation of being an, excellent"

but demanding teacher.

Finally, the project director wanted to establish for himself

that Oudents learned-::asmgch in SIMILEC. courses as they had in the

courses offered liefore-they were revised. He'therefore included on

the progress quizzes for students with a strong background in

electronics some questions similar to those used on tests given before
\

development of SIMILEC materials. Since student performance on

progress quizies was satisfactory, the project director felt confident

that-students working with the new format were masteringbaterial

similar to that mastered by students who had taken'the course in the

more conventional format.

An Individualized Sociology Course at a Community College'

This project took place at a community college located in the

downtown area of one of the major cities in the South. Established in

1966 as the first institution ln a seven-campus district, the college

has in the years since earned a national reputation for some of its

innovative approaches to education. - ...The mission of the college is to

meet the varied educational requirements of the growing metropolitan

community that it serves. To meet these needs the college tries to

develop educational prograis tailored to each student's

abilities,-and ambitions.

needs,
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Like other'cbmmunity colleges the programs at this institution

fall into three broad classes. Some of the programs are for students

majoring in traditional academic fields with courses transferable to

senior colleges and universities; others are for students majoring in

technical-ocdivational_programs designed_t ___give_the_student

and a job in one or two years; and still others are for students who

enroll in-continuing educational or non-credit courses becauqe they

want to enrich their lives either vocationally or avocationally. In

addition to its more conventional'offerings, the college offers

classes in downtown office buildings for mnployees, classes in the

county jail for both, inmates and jailers, and classes at both public

and private high schools for seniors.

The college had a recent enrollment of approximately 6000

students; and the students were of all types. About one-third were

enrolled as full=time students and two-thirds were enrolled part-

time. Fewer than half the students were between the ages of 18 and .

25. Two- thirds of the students were women, and approximately half

were from minority backgrounds (43% Black and 9% Hispanic). Recently

1500 students applied for admission; 99% were accepted; and 65% of

those accepted enrolled. Approximately 63% of the freshmen returned

the next year, and 45% of the entering class graduated.

The faculty consists of approximately 160 full-time faculty

mambers and 190 part-time teachers. Most full-time faculty hold the

masters degree. The college.helps support the instructional

improvement and professional development activities of these faculty

members by making Available productivity awards and summer project

awards. The productivity awards provide funds for instructional

28
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materials, supplies, and equipment but do not provide salary support.

The summer. project grants provide stipends for faculty members working

on course development during the summer.months. Additional.help on
.

instructional projects is available fromthe,colleges.instructional

development specialists, who consult on development of materials and

from its technical specialists, who provide help on printing of

materials. Released time is generally not available for course and

professional development activities. Faculty members are expected to

develop and improve courses as part of their regular workload.

Background of the Project.

The faculty member who directed the LOCI project is currently an

instructor in the social science division. He received his master

degree in socioaogy in the midsixties, and taught at the high school

and community college levels before taking his present position in

1973. The social science division that he joined includes the

disciplines of psychology, police science, government history, and

sociology. There are ten fulltime faculty members in the division.

In 1974 the project director received from the chairperson of his,.

division some literature from the National Institute of Social

Sciences describing a program of grants to be awarded to colleges and

universities' or'experimental programs in experiential education. The

project director prepared a proposal in response to the solicitation

and in 1975 he received funding for his project. The purpose of the

project was to design and implement a course to meet the educational

needs of, both law enforcement officers and preprofessional students

serving limited internships in Social agencies. The course was to

23
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include both seminars and work with individualized materials, called

alternative learning packages.

In his report on this project, the director wrote that the

seminars "were probably the most rewarding experience he had ever had

as-an educator. " The seminars did not cover a "lot of material," he

wrote but he felt confident that they produced changes in

participants that would be of enduring value. The flexibly scheduled

work on alternative learning packages, on the other hand, assured the

project director that the program participants covered course content.

The two elements--seminars and -individualized work--seemed a potent

combination to the project director.

The success of this effort stimulated the project director to

think about redesign of his introductory sociology course. He hoped

to extend the seminar approach to this course, and to design the

individualized materials that were necessary for the success' of the

seminars. But he needed money for materials and supplies, and he

needed'free time to construct materials and to lay out the course.

:The project .directOr therefore contacted the resource development

office. at the College,diStriCt headquarters to learm about external
dr

funding agencies that might provide support for this project. He

learned that NSF's LOCI program was a,possible funding source.

His LOCI proposal described i project to develop a self-paced

system of instruction for introductory sociology. The proposal

requested $7300 from the National Science Foundation. The

institutional contribution to the project was listed as $3600. NSF

funds were to cover released time for the principal investigator

during the academic year salaries for an assistant and a secretary,
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and costs of instructional materials. The project was schedule-for

completion in seven months and was to start in September 1977.

Project Goals and Activities

The purpose of the project was to design materials for a self-

paced and individualized course_ in introductory sociology. These

materials were to include:

a) A Teacher's Manual--This would contain instructional

. materials, references, reprints, and ideas about ways to

implement a self-paced course.

b) A Student Resource Manual--This would list nonrprint media

material, relevant readings, paper topics, research topics,

and
i/

other elements that a student might use to construct an

individualized study program.

c) A Guide for Studying Textbook Maferial--This would contain

objectives and self-tests for seven textbook modules.

The project director expected these materials to be helpful to other

teachers of sociology, especially staff members on the three new

campuses of the college district, whether or not

self-paced, flexible entry course.

they chose to teach 'A

The project director', however, intended to use the materials in a
5

truly individualized fashion. His idea of individualization went far

beyond the conception embodied in Keller's Personalized System of

Instruction. The Keller plan allows students tomove through,a.course

their own individual rates but all students follow the same

sequenceof course material. Content is.not individualized. The

project director planned to individualize both pacing and content in

his sociology course, In consultation with the course instructor,
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each student was: to.develop an indAvidual contract, specifying papers

to be read, slidetapes to be viewed, seminars to be,attended, and so

on. The only common requirement for all students in the course would

be demonstration of cotrAtence on. seven units of textbook material.

Resource manuals for--students and, teachers' were necessary because the

individual contracts were based on the materials in these manuals.

Guides for studying textbook materialswere also necessary because of

the requirement of mastery of textbook material.

,
The project director also intended to permit flexible entry into

his courses. In this respect too, he went beyond many users of
'a I

individualized systems of, instruction. He hoped to be able to let

students enroll in his proposed course on the first day of each month.

-Learding contracts would then be signedr and students would proceed

through their individually designed programs at their own'rate in
4

their own fashion. Students would exit from the course when the terms

of the contract were fulfilled.

The project director,tompleted project activities on schedule.

He wrote the manual of resources for teachers, the manual of,resources

for students, and, the guide for studying textbook material. He also

purchased copies of films and slidei for an individual study center,

and obtained 'copyright waivers for materials to be duplicated.

Support from college personnel was necessary for completion of the

project:on time The college's instructional development speciaar''

assisted the project director in developing seminar presentations and

in writing sections-of the learning packages. Secretarial staff'

provided the help necessary for

materials.-

technical.preparation 4.the t.
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,The resulting documents represent an impressive achieVeMent. The

343-page Resource Collection for Sociology Teachers contains:

a) 15 seminar topics, each with suggested questions for a

discussion-leader;

19 exercises for testing student ability to.analyze and

(synthesize concepts and theories of introductory sociology;

. 41 learning packages, each,consisting of a Learning source

.(eg,,an audiotapee or reading),,a list of objectilles

specifying _what is to be iearned , and test questions to

.`

measurestery'!of the objectives;' 1 :

d) 12 designs for-oyerhead transparencies;

e) 4 appendices.containing forms used .in individualized

-.instruction, such as learning agreementi and agreements on°

.flexible entry;

numerous guides to use of. these and otkr materials in

teaching.

Additionii materj.s1sthat-Calplement those in:the7-Manual for teachers

were contained in,the 45-page ResOurcekManual for Sociology -Students

and the Serrpage Textbook Study Guide.

When the project direator teaches introductory sociology

these materials. .in °thI individualized manner. He. has;' hoWever, :had to

make some accommodations to institutional policies in the use oT:.the.

materials.' The etate'a formula for funding. on the basis of ,,..

. .

"headcounts" on certain dates, for examp1e:- constrained project
;a, .--.

t%
director's use of flexible entry into bis4course. Complete

he uses

flexibility in

in funding.

entry into the course might hav0 caused some reduction'

:far, however, the project director has been able to
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meet,such requirements without compromising his original vision of

individualized learning programs for his students.

The esproject director is sure that he will get continued use from

his materials inAis courses in the future, Institutional changes

could change the way that he uses these materials, hoWever. A

possible redUCt on in services available from the college's individual

study center, for example, would affect testing in hts course But

his project, materials are diverse and open to many kinds of uses so

the project director doubts that an institutional change would'make

the materials completely obsolete in, the foreseeable future.
,r

The project director has not yet seen much.use of his materials

by his colleagues. One parttime and one fulltime instructor in

another community college in the district uses the materials in

.teaching introductory sociology, but fulltime instructors on the

project.director's campus have not made any use-of the materials In

the future, the project director intends to make a greater effort to.

inform the partt mg instructors in sociology about his approach to
f ,

teaching. He believesthat' these instructors would profit most from

use of project materials..

The project director's methods have influenced 'instruction at his.

college quite substantially id another way,_however. The college

,, recently received a grant from the NSF's program on Comprehensive

Assistance to Undergraduate Sciedce Education' (CAUSE) to restruture

'five courses in the'divisions of social sciences, and science using

the project.director s format for the restructured-courses, The CAUSE
_

project involves 14 faculty members who teach course's in. developmental

-`psychology; psychology of personality, marriage.and-family,
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anthropology, and ecology. An important feature of the grant is

provision of released time to faculty members to develop these

I earning_packages director of -the-I,OCI-pro Sect in-introductory---

sociology is also project director for the CAUSEgrant.

Evaluation of the .Project

The prdject director did tot propose a formal evaluation for his

project. His proposal stated simply that he would submit his

materials to NSF as proof of his project's accomplishments. In

addition, he proposed writing a general evaluation of the project

based on his experiences.

. Nor did the project difector carry out a formal evaluation. His

assessment of project outcomes was informal and impressionistic.

Based on his own observations and student reactions expressed on

course evaluatiOn forms, the.proj ct director concluded-that his

approach is most successful with students who are initially highly

motivated to learn sociology. The interactive seminars appeared to

reduce the barrier between the instructor and these students, The

project director reported that more of these students dropped by to

talk to him Auring office hours as a result of his new approach to

',teaching and a numberOf the students. ,seemed to show more enthusiasm
.

aboutcollege in general as a result Of the self - paced format. On the

other hand, fewer students used filmstrips and slide preSentatiOns,

than the,prdiect director had expected A few: students with

r -underdeveloped verbal skills especially! did not. participate

activities with any enthusiasm.

in seminar

. s
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Reactions to NSF

The directors of the projects on individualized instruction

reported that the LOCI program met their needs. They could think of.

very few areas-in which program guidelines could be improved. The

project director at the liberal arts College said that he was glad

that a final project was required. Aide writing the final report on

his project, he had the oPportunity to reflect .on what he had

accomplished. The project director at the community college said that

interactions with LOCI personnel were especially helpful on the

administration of his grant.

',The sociology teacher at ale community college suggested two

areas where NSF might revise guidelines and procedures. ,First, he

recommended that NSF staff scrutinize more. carefully the workloads of

project directors to ensure that project plans are realistkc..: Second,,

he recommended that evaluation guidelines be made more clear and'.

specific. He thinks that'.all proposals. should include a plan for

evaluation of project results, and he thinks that his own proposal was

inadequate in this respect. He suggested that NSicvlay a more active

role in providing assistance

projects.

and consultation on evaluation of

Summary and"Conclusions

The three projects on individualized instruction clearly had

positive outcomes. The project directors produced the instructional

materials that they had intended to write. They used the materials in

thei r courses and are continuing to use them regularly. The use of,

these materials has changed substantially the teaching approaches

the courses. In addition, two out of the three project directors

in



carried out formal evaluations.of.t1eir projects, and the results of

these evaluations werspositive.

Results from these projacts were consistent with results from

other projects involving individualized instruction. Our analysis of

, final reports (described in Volume II) showed that many project

directors who carried out formal evaluations of-their pro jetts had

worked with individualized approaches to teaching--especially Keller's

Personalized.System'of Instruction. A number of the final reports

stated that use of Keller's teaching methoa led-to more positive,

student. attitudes.toWara courses.

A nuMber of factors probably contributed to the succeas of these,;,..11',

projects. mong these are the following:

a) The projects used a simple 1. w" technologY--printed,

,instructional materials. This media did not present great

obstacles to teachers.. They did not get trapped by hardware.

b) The projects -were primarily oriented toward revision of

specific courses taught by the project directors; LOCI

projects appear.to be most successful in bringing about

changes in specific,courses. They appear to be less

successful, in bringing about broad changes in departments and

Colleges.

c) .clear models were available for the project directors,for

development of individualized inst'ruction. Two of the project

directors attended workshops where,other science teaChers

taught them hOw to design individualizedcourses. The other

teacher, w#o was at an institution with a special commitment
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to individualized instruction; had expert 'tonsulting help

available on campus..

d) Clear models for eyaluation of individualized instruction were

also available. Many 'college teachers, have evaluated their

individualized courses in recent years; and reviewers have

summarized results of .such evaluations time and again. At

least seven major reviews of effectiveness of Keller's 1)

Personalized System of Instruction have appeared'n the last ,

few years, for example. This tradition of evaluation may

influence college teachers working in the area to document the

effects of their work.



Computing Aids in Teaching.

The computer ..played a major role in approximately one-third of'

all LOCI projectsdesigned to revise teaching Methods. The projects

used the computer in a variety of ways. In some projects the cOmpnter

served as a tutor, patiently presenting programmed information.. T11.

sore the computer managed instruction. In other projects.thecomputer

,presenied models of social or Physical reality for students to

explore. In still, other projects the computer serv'ed as a problem-

solving tool.

The two case studies in this chapter,describe projects on

computing aids in teaching. In the first project a faculty metiber at

. .

d'coMmunity college attemptec:tp use work on programmable calculators

to enrich, the mathematicstlearning of4lis students. In the,second

project a teacher of,engineering attempted to design application

programs for a "smart" terminal system (or microcomputer system) of,

his own design.

Computer Aids in Engineering

* '

The project on computer aids for students in engineering took

place on the main campus of a large state university in the Midwest.

Founded in the early nineteenth century the school has since become.

:one of the-leadingresearch univer4ties in the Countiy.' On-the

institution's main campus located in a city of 110,000, there are 18

separate schools and colleges. Branch campuses are located in two

nearby cities.

a.
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The university's main campus has an enrollment of0,000

undergraduate students and 10,000 graduate students. Admission is

very competitive. Recently, 11,500 studentsapplied for admissioni,

and 70%' were accepted. The average score. o'f entering freshmen was 520-

on the verbal section and 590 on the,mathematics section of the

ScholaStic Aptitude TeSt. About 5%..§fthe Studentsdrop'out at the

end offreehMinyear, and .over 70% remainto graduate.. Expenies at

the univer:.sitare highHcompared to expenses at other state:,
. . _

.Total costs were recently estimated at $3800 for

residents of. the state and $6100, for nonresident's.

The university faculty has 2400 full-time members, nearly' all of

whom-bold doctorates. Salaries for professors are well above the
r.:

national. average. ::Among the faculty members are many nationally and
.

.

-internationally:known researchers and-. choIars. At most schools and

.6ollege of-the university, exceptional promise in research and

scholarship is required for hiring and promotion.

In the.early sixties the university established an institution-.

wide center to help its faculty adapt io new develOpments'in teachings

and learning. Since then, this center has develpped programs that

provide information,,consultation and.furi g for faculty members

interested in eiteloring new-approaches in education. The center tpday

offers approximately 25 workshdps each .term to help university

teachers develop their instructional skills or.learn new approache's.

It also makes awards of Up-to $5000 each to :members

. instructional and faculty development prOjeCt.AwardstOtai*nearly

40000 a year, but even so only oneth*rd of the proposals rdceired

are fUndedby the center.

`J 4
t1





The instructional development center at the institution also

Supports CoUrse.evaluation activities .IndiVidualfaculty members,

.departments, "or colleges may use the.center catalog-Ofcours#

evaluation items to design Istudent rating forms appropriate for their

courses. The center then prints indiVidualized evaluation forms,

tabdlates results, and returns copies.of results to instructors. This

course evaluation system is used in approximately 2000 classes each

term t the university.

Background of the Proiect

a full.professor in the department of ''electrical' and

The faculty member who directed the LOCI project on eomputeeaids

in engineering is

computer engineering. He received his Ph.D. in 1960 from a major''
1

research university in the Midwest, and moved to his present position

in'1966. He is author of three books snd more than 40 articles in his

field, His department'datest.S4 to 1'895 when it was calledthe

department of electrical engineering. The department.reCeiVed its

current name in 1971. The department turrentlyhas iVfSCult'y

members most of whom are actively engaged in engineerins iesearch 'or

professional' consulting.

1011though a nuMber. of university7Wida resources fgr,teachinv

improvement.ate available.at'the project director's inst4Utionthe:.

Troject director perceived resources for instrurtiOnaL% provement as

low in his college. Although individual departmentslip ihe'College

are sometimes able to provide released time for instructiondl projects

of faculty members', such released time is rarely available in the

project director'S department. In addition, tile: pikiect .direct.or
,

reported that resources for purchase and ,maintenance of equipMent are
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inadequate in the college of engineering, and that faculty members

have to compete to rec:ive yearly equipment awards. Finally, the

project director reported that the college places highest priority on

"pure' research projects and on attracting external funding to support'

faculty and graduate student research. The project director said that

there was. little external incentive for facUlty members_ to conduct.

instructional 'improvement projects on undergraduate teaching..,

A number of factors stimulated the project director to develop

his proposal on computer aids for students in engineering: 4rst h

had a long-standing.interest in computer technology, and was following
,

closely developments.in the field of microprocessors. In the mid-

seventies, new developments .in'microprocessing seemed to be especially

p omising, and the field, was filled with excitement. Second he was -

interested in the. application of computer technology in instruction.

He had previouslyreceived an NSF award for a large-scale project on

display-based instruction. As 'a part of that project, he had

developed exercises in book form which could be run on a

4microcomputer. Previoua efforts to introduce these and other

exercises in- large - scale computer-assisted instruction in.his

`department had failed:because the efforts depended upon the

svailabiliq'of the university's time-shared computing system. The

C.'
project director thought that.microcomputers would free faculty

members from dependence on the heavily used terminal system and

deliver feedback to students 'thore efflciently. With these ideas in

mind, he prepared a proposal for the National Science Fouhdation.

The total amount requested from NSF was approximately $19,000.

fhatitutional contribution tb'bhe.Project was ,to be $2500. NSF funds
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were to pay for two months of full-time summer salary for 'the project

director; three months of full-time summer salary and nine months of.

one-quarter-rtime salary fora prOgramming asaistant; and computer
1.

costs. The project was to begin in June 1976'and:was.expected tpjbe

completed in 15 months.

Project Objectives and Activities

The major objective of this project was development of
6

application programs

.
1

for a locally built "smart" terminal system (or
,

mcroaomputer system). The locally built terminal system was reported

to be in operation at,the time of the request for NSF funding. It

includedakeyboardia-Microprocessor (Intel 8080), a TV monitor, and

a memory dellice., with a total cost of' approximately $750. The
1 .

application programs would make this microcomputer system useful in

the undergraduate electrical engineering curriculum. Proposed use of.

the application programsiwere for: laboratory exercises in courses,

,classrdom dekonstrations, and independent laboraboty projects.

The froject activities were'to occur in three phases. During the

first phase the project director proposed to develop:.

a) graphics system software and a small interactive operating

system;

cross-compiler so that future

developed more rapidly;

six application programs.

application programs. Auld b

I

The second:phase df. the project waste) take place dUring:fall.and

. winter 197(e During.thia phase the application programs Were.to be

used in, the electrical-engineering department, and decisions were to*

be made about the best mode of use-of the programs. During the final
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phase of the projectone month in the summer of 1977--programs were

to be documented, and a manuscript describing the system was to be

prepared for publication.

Project activities did not follow this proposed saledule. The

project director's decision to change the schedule at the very outset

of the project was based on the rapid development of microcomputer

technology in the months before the project was funded. By the time

the project began, a kit to build a small personal computer became

available. Instead of relying on the hardware described in his

proposal-ithe project irector decided to buy a kit and assemble this

computer for the project. The project director. .thought that in the.

t long run he would avoid hardwire problems by using the commercially;

available microcomputer kit.

It turned out that he simply exchanged, one set of hardware

.problems for another':. He::and his graddate assistant...first spent

o

valuable time waiting for delivery of equipment:frOth_the-ManUfacturer.
. .

They then spent additional:valuable months 'trYing to aasemble the

,microcomputer. The project director finallY concluded that the, kit

was defective and that the microcomputer could not be. assembled.

After a year of delays, the ptoject director finally abandoned the

purchased hardware in frustration.

The project director aecured a time extension for the project,

and assessed his situation. By the summer of 1977 computer technology

had already advanced beyond the. Capabilities of'the microcomputer-kip

he had purchased. Microcomputers were now available already assembled

and at reasonabletcosts. Under pressure to complete the project, the

project director purchased .a Radio Shack TRS 80 with his own funds and

44.



donated the equipment to the university to complete project goals;

With a working microcOmputer system now available, he began to write

the application programs whose development had been=put off for so

ong.

Because ol the delays in purchasing and repairing equipment,

however, the project director )d little time left in which to develop

these programs. .Although he wrote the six application programs which,

he had proposed he was able to develop only one program for an

----experiment in his course on introductory circuits. The experiment

involved measurement of transistor parameters use ofthese parameters

to calculate the transfer characteristic of,an inverter,. and

comparison of calculated and measured characteristics. This

experiment was.a. part of the project director's laboratory course

before the microcomputer application program became available, but at

that time students had onlytheuniversity's'eOiPuter available as .a

computational tool for the experiment. Today students use both the

university's timesharing terminal system and the microcomputer that

the project director programed for this experiment. All students in

Introductory Electrical, Engineering, perhaps 300 a year, Complete this

experiment over a threeweek period.

In the years since this LOCI project began the project director

has demonstrated microcomputers to groups of professional engineers,

members of the computing community, and 't faculty members at a

microcomputer-workshop within the college of engineering.

to the associate dean of the college, the project director has

According

influenced other faculty members to experiment with "computers, and use

of microcomputers has increased at the college. One of the project



.dir4tor's colleague's'in the.department of eleotrical and comPqe'r

engineering,*for example, currently uses a microcompueet in -teaching,

both introductory and Upperdimision courses: in response to the

interest of engineering faculty, a:collegewide seminar was conducted

last spring oh the use of miCrocomputersOverall attendance at the

seminar was high and response among the faculty enthusiastic.
-

Recently,a microcomputer liboratofy was also established, within the
.

idddstrial and operatiOns engineering department of the engineering

school.

It isdifficult.to attribute the growth of enthusiasmffor

,
microcoMputerssolely to the LOCI project. The associate lean of the

college, hoWever, identifies the project director as an "opinion

leader" who has led the way for faculty in the college to purchase and

utilize miOrocomputing systems. The administrati of khe college is
.1.

/Currently cOnsidering the issue of overall use of micro6Tputers in

undergraduate engineering instruction. The,associate dean attributes

'this examination in part, to the proj ect director leadership in the

use of microcomputing systems.

The project director bowever4 does not plan. to develop further

his use of microcomputer systems in teaching. His personal research

interests are now in other areas, and no funding is available from his

college for development of new programs' or for purchase anditit

maintenance of computing equipment., He and his colleagues, howetiet,

plan to continue to ,use their existing simulations and equi in

electrical engineering courses.



Reaotion to NSF Ptograms

Overall, the project, director thought that the'LOCI program met

his teaching needs. Pvogram guidelines were clear and understandable.

Time allotted to complete project, activities was reasonable. The

project -director was grateful for the time;extension he received to

complete his project. The project.director thinks, however, that LOCI

.

restrictions on amounrot awards may no longer be'realistic. Grants

of $25,00Q_areltoo small_for_large-scale-projectsAin-tost -universities

'today:. The

interest in

. . ,

project_ director would be unable to pursue his current

research and development with the amOuilt of money

ivvailible from MACS. Larger grants are essential, he believes, to

assist faculty in staying. on the leadineedge of ,innovation within

their fields.
7.:.

Programmable Calculatotsas Teaching Aids

The second computing project took place at a community college:-

that serves a midwestern city of about 26,00. The college was

established in 1927 as a junior'college under the juristiction of the

r)i

city schools, but in 1966 it became part of d ten-county community

college district. The main campus of the ccillege is locaied on two

hundred acres of:rOlIing farmland. Nearly all arts and acienCea

programa and::many:Of the vocational And:technical programs' of the

college are housed in a modern, air obnditioned building,complex,

constructed during the past ten years.

The objectives of the college include proViding.a sound,

economical, an convenient education at the college level for high

school graduate and providing career and adult education to

'complement college parallel or transfer progfais. The:college offers

41.



credit courses both on- and off-campus. 'Its programs are in areas .

such as secretarial science, practic nursing, medical fice

assistance, dental assistance, enginee ing, graphics environmental

chenistry, and, others.

approximately 1000 students are enrolled at the college: About,

two-thirds afthese'students attend the college full-time and about

One-,th*4repart7time students. About.one out.of.:eyerY-four .

graduates of area high schools attend the collegland one of -every

two graduates of the public sChool district enroll. Neatly twd.4'thirds

of the students attending 'the college commute., from their homes, and

the remaining one-third.live'in rooms,andapartinents near the campus.

Also enrolled at the college are a number of outo-of-state apd. foreign

students.

Like most public community colleges, the institution operates oh

an open-door policy. A` student who is a high school graduate or'''t,hd.

equivalent is eligible to apply for admission, About half of the

students at the college plan to transfer to four-year

other students are enrolled in self-Coitsined programs of 9 to 20

institutions;

'months. in duration.. Tuition for full-time "students who are state

residents is $200 per semester; tuition for non-residents is $300 per

semester. Typicalstudent expenses-for a full academic year for a

non-commuting student would be approximately $2000 and it would. be

approximately $1000 fcr .a commuting student.

The faculty at the college consists of more than 50 members.

Most af these,faculty members hold the master s degree. Institutional

-
.

,.;

resources io.supportteaChing innovations Of. these facUlty:nembetaare
-

not extensive. The college does not have'a special4sculty
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instructional'development center. Nor does it provide mini-grants to

support innovation in teaching-: Released isie is not ordinarily

available for work,on teaching.improvement projects, but half -days are

occaSionally availgble for faculty develOpment activities, with total

released time amounting to no more than three or four days a year.

Background of the Project

The 14c1 project Was carried. out in thethree-person-engineering

----and-mathemaricsdivision ,of-the college. This division has had

unusual stability in facultY composition over the years.,. Each of its

three faculty members has been at the school for about fifteen years.

These faculty members provide courses both for students in transfer

programs' and for studentgenrolled in self-contained mechanical and

electronic technology programs. Students in the college'parallel

:.:,courses usually, take pie-calculus, calculus, engineering graphics, and

engineering problems. Studentt in mechanical and, electronic

technology take a three-semester sequence called.Applied Mathematics

1,°1I, III.

In the early seventies a computepfstudy committee was formed at

the college to help develop a policy on computers. The committee

members explored three options. First udied the possibility

of purchase of a Computer td provide services for instruction at the

college. Second, the -dbmmittee onsidered the option of purchasing

terminals for telephone access to a distant computer. Finally the''

committee? looked into the feasibility of investing in programmable

calculators as an altern tive to c mputers. The third option was the

One recommended for 'Old college by he, committee.

??`
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Soon thereafter the division of mathematics and_ engineering madd:.

its first major investm n .in p ogrammable calcUlatOrs. The model:
.

selected was marketed by. ang El ctronics, was about typewriter-size,

and had a neon display for outpit. After some experience with this

initial machine, a division purchased another calculator made by -

Wang, this one equipped with a column printer and a cassette tape.

The two machines proved valuable in teaching and demonstrating

concepts_in_courses_ranging_for-general-mathematics-to-calculus.2 In

1975 the NSF's Instructional and Scientific inuipment Program (ISEP)

provided $3500 for purchase of a plotter that would be compatible with

the programmable calculator. The plotitr helped students interpret

*calculator input and introduced engineering graphic students t
4 '

automated drafting.
(4' i'f

At the beginning of 1976, therefore the division had about q000

worth of equipment for calculation. The facility member who was to

become director of the` LOCI projtct filt that problems existed that

kept this equipment from being used widely in the,dePartment. First,

the equipment was not easily moved. It did'not receive optimal, usage

simply;because,of its lack of portability. Second, even if the

equipment could be used easily setup was, not simple.. And third,

students could not see and read output, easily in large classes.

This faculty-member thought that the division was approaching the

problem in the wrong way in moving; the machine' to students. ::.He

\,.

thought that it would make more sense to move students to the machine.

Instead of using the machine in'group instruction, he wanted to

explore use of the machine in individualized teaching. To provide for,

guidesindividualized use of the equipment, handouts and gUides would be
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necessary, The request to the NSF' LOCI' program was for funds for

de/elopment of these guides.
4

The formal LOCI proposal was developed jointly by the three

members of the division of mathematics and engineering. They asked,

for approximately $8000 from NSF.. The institution's contribution to

the project was to be approximately $4000, bringing the total costs of

the project to $12,000.. The money was to be used to cover facility

salaries for the three project staff membeis for a six-week period

.during the suMmer. of 1977.

Project Goals and Activities

The proposed prOject had goals in two major areas: faculty

development and instructional development. The project was to

contribute to the capacity of the'department members to teach using

modern technology in Computing and cilculating, and it was also to

result in materials for use in specific courses in the mathematics and

engineering curriculum.: Theiformal proposal gave the greatest.

emphasis to the goals in instructional development.

In discussing the project today, the project director emphasizes'

, its contribution to faculty develOpment. The three faculty members ,.

who participated in the project had each received their training in

mathematics and engineering-in the fifties or early sixties. At that

time, computing was just past the stage where programs were hardwired.

Each of the three faculty members had some contact with computing

since thenin summer jobs or in avocational pursuits. But each,

it turned out, ne4dedto-devote more time to learning. about

calculating and computing machines and about instructing students in

the use of such machines.



One of the faculty members especially needed to *ing himself up

to date on,programmable equipment. His role during the summer months

was simply to learn about the equipment, to try programs and to find

out what could be done with tilich programs. The otherfaculty members

''\were building on stronger foundations in computing, and they,we aAe.

to move faster and farther in 'learning how to instruct students i

mathematics and engineering Ilsing computers.

The other major goal lorthe project was construction of

instructional materials. Thetwo faculty members-with the strongest

back round in calculating and computing reviewed existing literature,
. . ..

broke tasks into compo ent parts, and wrote instructional' materials

faculty members wrote a-manual that made the,
.

.and programa. .04e Of. t

Wang More accessible to students.' The other faculty. meMbe wrote..

programs for Storage on cassettes, and also wrote study guides

doimenting these programs and making them useful for studEhis.

The project's members anticipated three'Sorts of uses' of.these

materials: (a) in demonstrations in regular clasSes in mathematics

and engineering; (b) in individual projects undertaken by students;

:.'(d)in laboratory assignments made in 6ourses.,.. They planned to start

using the materials to in the 1977-78 academic y'ear, and to continue ti

using them, in the years following.. The project director anticipated

that over 1000 students would be affected by the project during a five

year period.,

In the ewo years since the project ended, materials were used in

.,.different ways at.the oollege. The impact of the materials, however,

has beet less than expeOted. First classroom demonstrations using

the prOgrammable:calCUlator and the piotters, begun at the .college
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before LOCI funding was available, have continued in the years since,

especially in calculus-classes. Better use of the plotter in

classroot, demonstrations was not a major goal 'of the LOCI project, but

the project did enable faculty meribers to learn more about the

equipment and so they are now in a position to Use it more easily and

confidently in demonstrations. Written materials generated by the

project also help make classroom demonstratioka easier to do.

The:'second use of ,the project materials today, is in independent

work by students. Occaiionally'students. who see the plotter used in':.

cla r om demonstrations bebome interested, in further work on the

programmable ca c ator. The library of materials created 'during the

LOCI project makes: it possi e-lbrsuch students to pursue. independent

projects on their 4n. One student in calculus class, for example,

became interested in prggramming the plotter td-a hyperbolic`'

paraboloid. After independent 'Work with the ,calculator and plo

he was ablto achieve his goal..ilhe student now is planning to majo
e

in cbtputer science...The location of the programmable PAiculators an

plotter in the college's learning resources center makes student

access to the equipment siMple.

The third area of expected impact was on courses'at the college.

The impact in this area was expected to be especially great. The

courses expected to be'liffected were Engineering Problems, and

Engineering Graphics--two courses for pre-engineersand Applied

Mathematics I, II, and III (a sequence of coursesfor technoldgy

students). The type of revision wdif.tolbefunction of the course.

Applied Mathematics I, for example, the project wab to generate a

4
seriea. pf practical problems from vse4ous fiefds that would' he
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difficult time consuming to solve without recourse to ...programmable

,equipment.

It turned out thttibnly one course has been substantially revised

because of project activities. The revised course:; .S'.Applied

Mathematics I. Before the project, this course was offered in a

lecture format. During the LOCI project, the teacker'of this. course

becafte convinced that students needed more guided laboratory work in

programming. He therefore revised the format of Applied Mathematics

I, and starting in September 1979,.-he has offered this course in a

lecture-laboratory,,format.
qwN

The laboratory section of Applied Mathematics I does not use

Wang calculator or the plotter, however. The course instead uees

small portabieprogrammable calsculators available on loan at, th

learning resources center. is not hard to understand why the. Wang

the:

machines ire nbt used in this course. Calculating equipment increased

in'power and decreased 41 cost since this LOCI project began. The
. .

original Wang machinery used in the prbject today sits 0a siall room

in the learning xesources center. By tocay's-standardsi it seems

bulky, Cumbersome, and slow, and it iS not surprising that t is

little used today. The library does a brisk business, however, i

lending out-small portable calculators for use by students in Applied

Mathematics.

Nor does it seem likely that- t e Wang calculators., printin

device, and plotter will recieve greater use in Courses 'at the college

fUture. The swift and steady development. of .microcomputers .

seems to have sealed the fate of these bulky machines.' The colrege.

recently bought four PET Microcomputers, and facqlty memberssee these





machines as having many'advantages. They are programmed in BASIC,' a

programming language that is used in many other installations. The

PET microcomputers,are relatively inexpensive, and they are iore

easily moved than the calculator and plotter. These microcomputers

are alio flexible, and useful in a wider variety of settings than the

/

programmable calculators.

Evaluation of the Proiect

The proposal for the LOCI project contained a description of a.

plan for evaludiing results. The division intended to evaluate

changes in: student Understanding; effiCienCy in learning.; and

attuudes toward program-oriented approaches to problems. FacultY_

members were also to write evaluations of the instructional materials

after they were first used The critiques were to be used primarily

or revision of instructional maferial.

The evaluation that took place was far less formal than, the

proposed evaluation. Instructional material developed during the

simmer months was critiqued and revised on the basis of comments made .

by the project team. Ai" students worked- through' materials , there were

other opportunities to incorporate feedback from use into the redesign'.

of course material.' But no formal evaluation was carried out on the

impact of the project on courses. The project director felt that

formal comparisons,involving control groups would not be very

meaningful because intorduction of programming into courses changed

the content of these courses as well as the teaching methodology.

Informal evaluation for the sake of revision of material was_all. that

seemed:feasibie.:
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Impressions about project outcomes were all-that-was available.

The project director and his colleagues had the same overall

impressions.' They agreed that a good deal was accomplished on the

project in terms of'faculty development. The project helped faculty

members with heavy teaching responsibilities to devote a sustained

period to work on incorporating programming into their coursed. It

'brought these faculty members up-to-date in a quickly.changing field

So that they could respond confidently to new developments. This-was

an especially important task because of two special characteristics-of

the community college where the project took place. The school has a

stable faculty without much turnover, and teaching loads are

relatively.,heavy. Given these characteristics of theschool,.

sponsored projetts such* this one seem important as''a way. Of keeping

faculty up-to-date ant growing.

41, The 'project director and his colleagues also agreed that_the

pioject was less successful in making maximum use of the calcu ating

equipment,owned by.the division at the time the, project started. One

problem may have been that expectations about what could be

accomplished; were too high at the start of the project. Faculty

members ha4 been teaching in a certain way for many years, and

students were used to certain ways of learning. One, piede of

equiPmenk was a slender base_on which to build a major revision

teaching methodology involving'hundreds ofstudents a year

Technologicademlopmena that occurred while the project was.,
.

.

,
. .

.

:.Underway algOaffeCted the size of the project s effects. In ,the
-,.

years since the project wad funded, programmable calculators became

available at lower and lower coit, and microcomputers appeared on the
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marketrless expensive and more powerful than anyone could have

anticipated. The microcomputer immediately est blished itself as the

Calculating tool of the future at the college, and it circumscribed

sharply the role that other calculating devices

Reactions to:NSF Programs

could play.

The project director and his colleagues thought that the LOCI

program was an appropriate one for the needs of

program did not require excessive paperwork from

aria-the grant was, therefore relatively simple to

program would be improved however, if project d

more promPtly of decisions about awards. With 1

summer schedules are almost certain to be disrup

their"department. The

their institution

administer. The

rectors were notified

to notification,

ed by receipt of

Summary and Conclusions

. ThetWo projects-. oncOmputing aids.differed
,

in many ways.

'first was the work 'of an individual faculty member.; the second was

carried' out by an entire department. The'first took place at ata large

research university the second at a small commu ity college., The

first project was long in duration, the second s 11 ort. The first

involVedmicrocompUters, the second programmable
.. . ..

other .ways.tVe projects were similar. BOth proj

calculators. But in

cts had less impact

on teaching thdn wisoriginally anticipated. The equipment for both

projects quickly became outdated. The most impoltant contribution of

each of the projects,maY.have been to faculty development.

Two factors that sometimes play a role in-d termining outcomes of

mputerorien e projects are:



a) Documentation: Computer technology aavanced more, rapidly than

computer documentation. Faculty members working with

innovative computer technologies often finil that'new equipment

is not described well enough in manuals supplied by.

manufacturers. Ficd y membera can waste,valuable project

time simply tryingio 1 arn abOut new equipment.

b) Obsolescence: InitrUctional programs written for,the latest

computers maybe obsolete after a few years. Instructional

programs that are.not oriented toward a specific piece of

equipment may have a better chance of survival.



Chapter 4

inquiry Laboratories

Many of the LOCI projects funded in recent

revitalizd science laboratories The directors

years were designed to

of these projects

thought that existing science laboratories were too regimented.

Rather than promoting inquiry, conventional laboratories seemed to

stifle it. Thelaboratorie; that the project; directors proposed to

develop to replace..cOnventionel Oes weieMPTenpen-ended, The

project directors wanted to give students simple laboretory problems

and have the students work out solutions by themselves without using
a

step-by-step directions.

The two projects described in this chapter restated in. inquiry-
,

'oriented laboratories in physics. The first ,project redesigned

teaching materials in an existing inquiry laboratory and tested the

effectiveness of the revised Materials. The second project,

originally designed as a research invegtigation on intuitive models-

used: in solving physics problems, led eventually to, construction of

inquiry-oriented laboratory materials for a pre-physics" course.

Inquiry-Role Approach in Laboratory Teaching

Itie site for the first_a_the_inquiry-oriented_projects was a--

comprehensive state college in the Midwest:- Founded in 1905 as,a

normal school, the College still playi an important role in training'

teachers for the state, but today it also offers complete programs in

the liberal arts at the bachel'or's and master's levels. Located on a

7213-acre campus, the college is situated in a town with apopulation



of about 20,000 The campus contains 32 .buildings, including ten

. residence halls and apartments for 'students.

The undergraduate student body, numbers about 4,600. About 500

additional students are enrolled in master's degree programs.
, .

Approximately 98% of the students attending the college are state

residents. Estimated annual costs for students are $1600 for in-state

students .and -$1950. for others. . RecentlY, the college received 2500

applications, accepted 92% of them and enrolled 1964 freshmen. '

Average total SAT score was approximately 900 for these freshmen.

Approximately:: 40Z f the students entering the schoOl drop Out by the

end of their -first year, with 33% remaining for graduation.

Faculty members at the school typically teach four classes per

term. About half of :the facultY-meMbers,hold. doctorates, id ::their

salaries are somewhat below the national average. Faculty ;members

that we talked, to on our visit stressed that the ,school is primarily

teaching institution. Although research and development activities

may help, a faculty member win promotion in some cases, such activities

'are not an absolute requirement for pr'omotion. No faculty or

instructional development prograuf promotes the idea of teaching

innovation on-campus, and released te, summer salary, and teaching

grants are not available to faculty °members working on ` instructional

improvement projects. No researc11,development office sMooths the way
, .

for faculty seeking support fOr proposals from foundations and').

agencies. Faculty members, therefore, sometimes feel that development

of proposals is an add-on activity at the instittition.



In 1976 'when, the LOCI groject began the project director and 'co7

director wereossociate !professors in the department of OhysiCs and

physical sciences ... This department occupies. the f irst floor of the
.

college's modern science building. addition to xgell-equipped.

A
labOratories nn4.,claArobMS; thedepartment has a. planetarium,

T(IpteotoIogyop4040, :..dalctoopfcir, Photographic workobServatory,

a well-equipped shop" available to students working on 'special

projects. The seven memberis of the department of physics and physical"-'

sciences have actively 'sou 11- funds ent projects in:

The project -co-direc'tbrs arrived At the eoll'e,ge in the late

sixties. Both had been high school teachers 'in the kidWest before

receiving their doctorates in scipnce education. The project director
,

came to the college after, completing bis'doctorate in 1966, and the

project co-directer.tbved to the 'institution after finishing his

doctoral work in 197p.

:These two faculty members soon learned that they hAd Similar,

science educationideas about *science educationi Each thought that

could be,improved if science teachers would pia less emphasis on

transmitting -information in the, ClassroOni and more emphasis on student

inquiry. In lecture classes, students did not act like scientists,

the' two faculty members noted. with less ,emphasis ow-lectures An

traditional textbooks, they thought students might inquire more

,

freely into' scientific problems. They belieVed that

-be-free-to-produce- the, dati-, concepts;,; and prinCiples

s should



!,.40ne .form Of inquiry - oriented, teaching that was especially

interesting to the project- directors was the inquirYTrole approach

(IRA) f origina/IY,Ideveloped for, he field of hiOlogy under the

direction of'Richard'Bingman. IRA, s a learning methodologylesigned

to develop' inquiry skills by stimulating :greater classroom

,

participation. In inquiryrole teaching, students were assigned roles
;_

in four'eniber teams that wrked on structured Yabdratory

investigations, openrended laboratory investigations, and applications

:Tesuita'of laboiatory::inYestUations.

While still competing his dissertation work, the project
. .

director, traveled to the MidContinent Regional Laboratory in Kansas

,-City Missouri, to learn more about this indevelopment. inquiry
. .

oriented teaching. The project director brought,Ungman's ideas back

own department.:and eyent4s11Y-4iOnssed them, with ihOtoject

.0director. They realized that incorporating tingman's approach and

validating it in ,their physical Science courses would require

to apply, to NSF-for funds to held
. -

resources. They decided therefore

them accomplish the task.

Their LOCI proposal requested approximately $14,000 in :'funds from

NSF. 'Institutional contribution was to be approximately $12,000. The

NSF funds were to cover summer salaries for the project directors and
, --

salaries for a secretary and a studeht assistant. Institutional funds:-

would cover academic year Salaries of project difectors.: The project

was scheduled to begin in June 1976 and tdbe completed in 12 months.

Project Goals and Activities

rilajor_gpals for theiroject were:. to -create materials

for inquiryrole activities; and, b) to validate these materials.



The project^was to proceed in two majo,r-phas s During-thesummer of

1976,:the project directore were to develop he materials. During the

academic year that tllowed, they were to use the materialsiin their

course in physical sciences for general education students and for

elementary education majors. In this'secOnd ph of fhe project,

they:.were. also to. evaluate fOrmaIlytheeffecti enese of the

materials.

T1e. project directore,Vereeble to follow th r original schedule-

r projectIctivities. burinOthe iummer.of .1976,' they designed
,

,,-

in wiry -role; materials on several topics in physic ;.1 sciences: 'heat

and teTperature; electricity And magnetism; optics; earth sciences;
.

and so-on. Written materials varied frerm topic,t6 `topic,` but casually.:

contained the following:

Directes foy structured laboratory invest.gations--These

investigations were to be carried out by fou -person teams.

b) DisCussion questions - -Stndente working in tea ma reached

consensus about the,, est-answers to 'questions relating; to the 0-,

investigation.

General problems for open-ended laboratory investigation- -The

teams designed their own,f0vesinatbOns to sol e problems

that were posed with4illireons_for solutio

Inv- s to inquiThese gave' students some experiments-

. . 1 .... ..
.

. . .
.. . _ .

...tad,Invited the students to interpret, apply,

\

anal,Y,Ze, and synthesize. data

...-

During the-acadeMic year, students 'began to use thes

lasees,inintrodUctorY:phyeical'science-The.ttudent

O

materials,;

worked in

four-person teams and used simple /aboratory materials. ne student
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acted as team leader, directing all team activities including

discussiOns; another student, acting as technical advisor, was

responsible for obtaining and.setting up equipment;. a third student,.

the:?data recOrder, Organiied dataCandafourth the team eValuator,-

!'

evaluated the efforts of members of the tparg.. While students worked,

the teacher movedfrom team 'to team providing'neceVeixy assibtance.

The teacher often helped clarify issues, but did not provide arfswers.

Typically; teams worked on .a topic for twa'or three days before.

turning in both group and individual laboratory.reports. Following,

teamWork the teacher.conducted a large classdiscUssion in whichAT'-

groups :ehared differences of opinion on coacepts,. roles, and teamwork:
. ,

-When,thelOCI project. nded the.project co-directors, reVised.

their coUise,procedures'olewhat. The revisions were designed to

improVe-the teachingintheir eourSes, First, they reduced the number
. _

:,.. .

of individuals in-theteaMsfrOrkfour:tb three by, eliMinating the.
t.

position of, team evaluator. Second, they, greatly simplified role

directions--from a manual of detailed, descriptions. of each requirement
.

in each exercise to a.page-long- description of general

responsibilities. And finally, they gradually refined the laboratory

exercises to increase their clarity and effectiveness.

4

Avaluation Of. the Course

The project directors also carried out the evaluation of their

§ iar
, -

project duria$ this academic year Before receiving the LOCI award,...)
.

they had not been able to carry out a formal evaluation of their work

ininquiry learning. The LOCI'project therefore gave an important new

focus to their investigations. Their evaluation compared gains in

critical thinking, formal thinking:, and knowledge of scientific



process of\students taught with and without the inquiry-role approach

teaching. To measure critical thinking, the project directors used

the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking AppraiT. To measure knowledge

fscientific ptocessesxithey employed the ProceSs ofScience lest.

10.meature changes in formal.thinking, they used thej3Urney Formal

Reasoning Test.

Their evaluation showed that inquiry -role teaching contributed

significantly to studentsformal thinking'abilities, to their

capacity for critical thinking, and to students' knowledge of

scientific processes. In each of these areas, the gains of students

taught by the inquiry-tole approacb.were greater than gain

students taught in lecture-discussion :Clases.-On each cifthe

measures inquiry-role-teaching raised test, storese'by between one-
.

quarter 'and one-half standard deviation.

There were probably Other positive effeCts on students beyond

-thosemeasuted.by the projeCt directors. Almost everyone we talked ta."

at the colleWmentioned4the positive ,effeCte..that:
;. °

teaching has on student aptitudes towarthcourses. The physics

department chairman pointed'out that inquity-role sections are always

the first sections of Ntroducto ihysical Science to fill'up. As

"departmen% chairman, he repotted bearing only positive things about

,Ahese sections from students.. An educationy9T1 psychologist we talked ,

to also reported that students who have taken the inquiry-role courses

commented favorably on-them.in their educational methods classes. A

chemistry teacher who also teichestlasses in Introductory Physical

Science poipted'out.that student .attendaice-is always very good and

that students-seldom are abSent from inquiry-role cltsses. The



prbject directors pointed out that student evaluations collected at
.

the encrof :their classes are almost akways,favorableqllinally, the

stUdents that we observed in Infroductory Physical Science classes

iiapproach.taught by the inquiry -role were' attentive and involved In
.

laboratory4activities:-

-,

.'

In general, costs,.of teaching Introductory Physical SCiences

the inquiry-role approach seemed comparable to costs,of lecture

classes. 14ith'35 to 40 students in a section, laboratory size is

fairly firge, and each section'is'hand by AV single teacher without,

a separate lab assistant. Two things make it possible to teach

laboratory sections of this size without special help. First,

carefufly constructed materials free the teacher from having to

provide detailed explanations. Second, evaluation of the work of

-.
teams'rather than of indiiidbea.stqdents reduces the .amount Of time

necessary for grading.:: Another factor contributing ,to-the,l w' cost of

thesedabOratory:.Seetions

the laboratories require.

Other Project .Effects

is the simple, inexpensive equipment that

The project directors also pointed" pride to othe?.positive

effects of their work. In their View,s4the LOCI project and their

related projects some of which were 'supported by NSF, also

influenced: (a) teaching in other classes in the physics department;

(b) teaching,in other courses in the college;

'community outside the ccillege.

It is easy to find other effects of thi project in the physics

and (c) teaching in the

department. First, other teachers in the department are now .using

some of the inquiryrole'materials in, Introductory' Physical Science



classes. Second, in addition to using this approachin their

1mtroductory clasies, the project directors- haVe adapted. inquiryrrole
.

teaching to their other courses at,the college. Third courses in

general physics aldo use some of .the inquiry-role activities. The

:;.chairperson of the department, for example, introduces'metrics /

measurement with some of the inquiry-role laboratory exercises.'

Because the exercises can be carried out with very simple equipment,

these activities tend to be attractive to other tescheri in. the

department..'4

The inquiry-role approach is also used in some form in a'-number-

of other departments at the college.

learned. to : -use inquiry-role teaching

One chemistrY teacher, who, first

n Introductory Physical Science,
- .

introduced the Method into. chemistry department courses 'Y The:

::".chemistry department noW'..uses.theAnquiry-role approach :its claased

fOr students withopt a strong background in chemistry:' n educationar

psychdlQgiat with a long-,etanding interest in'inquiry teaching adapted

the role approach to his.own inquiry-oriented classes. A sociologist

as-collaborated with the projeCt directors in work on research

-grants has also used some of their ideas in teaching sociology.

......-

., 4.halry;,..;this work has had an impact on teaching at the
._. ,..

.

elementary and,eecondary .lev'els' in the state. The project, directors
. .

used the inquiry-role approach in teaching,islementiry-and.secondaryapproach

in projects supported t e Nationalschool science' teachigis

Foundation. They report sl thatthis'teachingwMethod waS:Very;popurar

with school teachers taking workshops an olirses in these programs.

Some. of: the tghchers adapted jihe apl)roach fbr use in thei elementary

secondary school classrooms. The approach has been used with someand



N
succesth at grades, as low as the second grade. In addition, the

project directors may 'have influenced teachers at other institutions

of higher education. They presented their results,at one national and

two regibnal meetings of the National Science Tt'Achers,Association.

They received inquiries after each presentation, and alsoreceived

inquirsied after the project was named in a listing of work sponsored

4
tiy NSF.

leadtIonS'A0'N8F...

The projece.direCt;rePd:rted being- pleased with NSF, And they
.,'

had very few suggestions for improving its programs. They, felt that.

LOCI guidelines were :clear; and comments: from programsmanagers were t
.. . .

They.'wogad.. be receptive -to mOnitoring f NSF projects .

. .

through site visits .but they wondered whether site visit provg

cost, effective. e..one point. that they felt srrongly, About was ear1,y_

notificatibn of awards .Erom NSF. Theyr6Ported that is was very

important that

awards so that

project work.

project directors be notified at ..soon as possible,g

they could. stick to their schedules - in gaa'yiTie:

Physical Conceptions Used in Problem Solving.

The second of the projects that produced inquiry materials fob a

tphysics.laboratory took placema a state university located in a Ne41

England town of 15,0100. Established in the mid-nineteenth century,

the university hag .since grown into a multi-camng s institution The

campus onwhich the project took place ,occupies 1100_acres and 150

.a d is the original site of the unive-rsity.- In addition, to

this campus,. the university includes a MetroPoKein branch campus, a

medical campus 'and a separate campus for its agr:icultural school.





TheMisSion' of:,tte

' 3

edUCatiOn f9r.- residents sif,t'he state-.
.

Total enrollment ate-datpus recently numbered= 18,000

undergraduates and 30007trSdnate StudentS. The university gives'

. !.

state .residents., and only 5% of:. the:

. Estimated annual costs. at . the SchoC1.4.1

..TreferenCe'in:admiSsion
,,Lo. .

students 'ati*.rionreside
;

recently '.$3000 for resident, students and $4000 for nonresidents of the

- 7'
..state. -Recently the university received 12,000 epplioatiOns for

".admiSsionS, and admitted 75%' of these etudehis. The 'average.:: :

Scholastic Aptitude-'Test scores !stiX"entering-freshmen were 475 on the

verbal section and 525 on the mathematics-se-Efion. Approximately one-

half of the students-ih an entering class remain for four years

receive . degrees.,
,

The stddent-faculty ratio tks maintained 18 to 1.

and

Approxitptely80%Hof the faculty. hold ,doctorates,' and 'salaries

these -teachers are at the national average. Until recently
- - ,

t for inattuttional development,'university provided special su

"'

activities 'of its faculty meibeis. An instructional improvement
,

.

center .supported, by university funds sponsored workshops for faculti

assised in, course evaluation, and managed a grant;, program that

pr9vided awards of up to' $1000 to individual faculty membtrs -and Up to

42064X, to ,departments for improvement, projects A second

titer for impiOving' university teahing, located- in the School of

ucation arid supported' by foundation grants, provided consultation on

teaching to facqlty members th 9ughout the university. Thip, clinic

used micro-teaching, video feedback, and systematic observations of

_iea6;hing as a basis for consuliation:

6:)

`Funding losses, however,: have':
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eliminated these formalt rograms of support for teaching improvement

at the university.

Background of the Project'

.The,original director off

department of, physicg at the time,he submitted his proposal. was

to have Overall responsibility for the project-and to serve as a

member of `the pro, advisory committee. Much of the organization

and actual work oCtle project, however; was to be handled by a staff':

associate in the department. This staff associate late, became

research director for the Project after theitiginal pAsojedt director

became dean of natal at the university. When the proposal:,

wa-s being yritten, the.staff associate was completing his dissertation

in the ulfversity's graduate school Of education. His field, of

specialization was instructional applicatiOns of computers and

mathema it&deducation. He also had extensive experience in 'Piagetian

interviewing.

Several yearS before theLOCI PrOject'began the project

director's interest in educationesl research and deVelopment was r,

stimulated by experiences he had as a methber of',auniversity committee
.4*

''Pcharged t' deal with freshnan writing. Various members of this

committee initially had different assessments of thee- seriodsness 6

problems:igifreshman writing. Some felt improvement oflfreshman

.writing .should be given highOt.priority at,the school, Other*

disagreed. When teachers of writing brought in aapvles of actual'

freshman compositions, however, disagreethenes !Vanished. Committee

members agreed that' the quality of the writing was very low, and

'courses needed strengthening. The project director came away from the



experience convinced that teachers shoUld look

performame and design instruction° that m

The ,project director

4

an educational psyCholOgist who: d:jUSt received

education school. described his ideas. for a'vproble

at the

sely at student

ets stu enis at their levet.'

was Adrefore eager. to ecome involved when'

4-
,

1university. - Through, the physics department, the trio-facult
6.14

members 'submitted a proposal, for A one -year pro jept to the Fund Ea
, .

c,

the Improvement of eostsecondary-,Education. WhenLthe proposal was

his degree at the

-solving laboratory

1

0

fUnded, the. project director and his associates b kan. to collect tape

inter
,

Pews students on topics. in physics... A though the

interews didndi..,StStematically explore studen conceptual Models,'

ryi s wert useful for 4iugges'ang, ideas to the project staff

Orr introducing, other faculty members to ork of =the ,research

The project director want to fallow Aip.'On

,

problem-solving laboratory with a:more systematic

he,work -begUn in the

exploration

stUderits' oonceptual,:models. He felt that his department was it a
t,c,.-$:

, . . .

strong position , to undertake. this task. His.rese rch team had. carried

.!.; .

out preliminary :studies in this area, and. team:MembeiSJA'ew how muck
,.. .' . .1. :: - . *

effort was required tEk,CatalOg condeptualmodels.,..Also available in
I I

gm 46epartment was a skilled interviewer- -the graduate student who was

Pompleting his doctoral degree in education and w o became staff-

associate and then research' director on the proje t.

4

The project director requested' a, total.of ap

° .
.5

from NSF.; These funds were zto Cover ,salaries for

and a secretary; sUbject fees for 20 stUdents

be interAewed for 10 hours;. and costs of videota

7 1

roximately- $18,000

the staff associate

ach'Of WilOM were to

es and audio}.;.



.

'cassettes...The project was scheduled' to start in August 1976 and to

e COMPletedin 12 months.

Pro ject Objectives

The Main, objective' of the project was to: prodUce written'

d gumenta describing todeld that _student's use to conceptualize baSic

'PhYSi'car The,:dOcUmenia were't'o describe:the mddelS. in enough

detail so that .readers'; woUld be able to understand, how students ..01)1g.

..,

these Models view .the world: , The written documents would include

appropriate transcripts, and audiotapes and videotapesi b

available ta illustrate some of the-models. Finally
#

C

documents were to include suggestions about instrUctiO echniciues

that could. be used to lead student, into seeing ,the weakness of

model- or the need foi an' ,improved version.

The proposed objective ,wdS" an unusual, one for the LOCI' Orogr

JO,

, The project director explicitly stated thee hid br.Pject',was to be a

research invet igat job'. 'Although the pro jest,' was to result :in .-

that -might be useful to teachers',-' the proposaTllid not

describe theie documents as instructional materials and did,not

explicit plan for using' the docutheuts to impriiVe,:sciencecontain an

teaching locally._

Project "1,ctivit ies

During fall Of.197.6 the research director planned to

conduct 10 one-hour ,interviews with 20 ,stude`srtivs2ilunteers from the

freshman physics course'. _These studs were to *be asked to solve

.6.P.

'.simple physics- problems and to investigate simple physical.davices.

The same procedures were to repeated during the spring , semester

10 graduate students.,,



Tapes were to be made of .each interview, and the most interesting

sections, of the' interviews were to be tranciihed.

tiCthe Year'foIlowing reCeipt''.6f the LOCI award, the research

director 'carried out the interviews with 18, freshmen in the

introductorY 'physics course, and wrote 'technical rePortS:on

concepts in severaI.,,dreas of .0hysics:-Newtoes laws,: work;

the distinctiOn between mass and weight, and elasticforce. A typical

technical report consisted o.f.a discussion of the problem used in

eliciting student solutions) a classification of 'S'tudents' answers to

the problem, excerpts...from transcripts, of interesting answers,

didcussion, and several complete transcripts of responses.

The research director found that^ students exhibited a variety- of

misconceptins about contepts of-i,physics. for example;'oile 'ot,the

Problems used A.n interV.,Awing student§.about their-.COcept6f-ener

was:

WhiCh of the following Can be thought of as pl
is stored? A battery? A highway? A wound;Watc
holding up a roof? .Food?

-0'
4IR"

Among 6t 4r things, the search director foundthat -A total o

the students thought that ener y: was..stored in. a pillar holding' up. a
.

roof, Students explained that compression,"

"exerts force,," or Ainder. stress." Soraelirthe students said that

the pillar exerted an active force--the pillar was "acting on" the
.

roof , the pillar had "energy of motion ecause it work,"was doing work," and

the .pillar was. "doing work holding the roof :'up." The research

director concluded that students° did not distinguish between notions.
01

of force, force .of resistance, elastic force, and energy 'in the same

way that physicists did. He also concluded that some students



understood the role bf the pillar in an anthropomorphic way, aisiknng

the pillar the 'same properties of "doing work" that t,hey would

assign to a min holding, up
ea'

heavy object . The research director

recommended that .physics,; teaChers' place greater, emphasis on ,the

distinction between concepts of everfy and force-. and that they make 4

sure students separate their 'town feelings of doing work, in holding up

a heavy ,object from a' physicist's concept of work.

These Werg7the tondeptibnicofs Students.:Who had-not completed

college physics. How did 'more !I-expert' problem solvers ]rook: these

problems? The prolea djActor also cOndUPted: pilot studies ';1411 More

sophisticated learners in 'several of these areas. But he gave less

emphasis to this aspect of his project than he-'had originally
s

expected: His results howed that intuitive- conceptions 'of Thysical

concepts are fairly 'resistant ,to 'change. For at least three quarters

of college freehmen, for, example, misconceptions about physical force'

are not changed by a
R.

Other 'Effect's

conventional physics courses.

This project was one of Severaii links in a Phain2:f. interrelated

srprojectaca #iedout in the physics department'.. Further support for

the work. of this, research group has ,come from the Fund 'for the-

Impv6vement of Postsecondary Education, NSF's ResearCh

Edu t.on Program, and a combined program of the Natioinh Institute of

Educatlion and NSF on Research on Cognitive Processes and the Structure

_
. . . .,

.:of'KnoWledge ,in. Science and Mathematics. The projects of the research ..>,
... .

.

-...,....
.

. _ .
.

.
.

s,,,grOup have contributed to instructional,theory, to methodolOy fOr.

studying7lbognitive proceeses-,. and to\-.)courses and course materials.

- s

Zourses affected by the research group have been in phybics,

7 4



Mathematics, and engineering. As one of the first steps in .a

_concerted /effort at research and development.,t Lac:
e project has

e :.'important contri utxons,t o the shape of the. -subsequent- work .of.

--e'researCh team.

The research findings frOMIpile, LOCI projeC

strongly influenced the direCtion, of a.deOartmental efOrt, supported

in.part by .other- funds, to''develop an introdUCtory-"prephysics6:

course for 'freshman .engineeringetudents. This gqur7credit, one.

semester-i4U'ret included a .tWo±-hoUr.- laboratory session each week.

Rather than emphasizing proficiency with formulas, the laboratory

'emphasized qualitative physics. In the laboratory, 'students

InanipUlated simple concrete objects. And disCuised,:,such oncept.. as

force Velocity; acceleration, mass, and momentum. Stude is worked in.

pairs in the laboratory; and: the instructor circulated among pairs,.
spending less- than two minutes' at a time, with each pair of studehts

and retUrning to each pair several times during the laboratory period.

The instructor' tried not tN, spend time giving extended explanations, of

the Correct" point of view. He provided answers to questions when

asked , but more of ten he simply asked pairs what they had' found,

,

suggested a related question, and moved 'on to another group withou

waiting_ for. the students. to work-'out an answer to .the question..

The findings of this. LOCI project have ben 'documented and are
r.

being widely disseminated. The basic sources for the project findings

are the technical reports written by the research director, But

reaulis from the technical reports have.been presented to a hroader .

. - .

audience in a variety of ways. One important 'autlet for4roject

'results was a national conference on cognitive processes ',held at the



university and SpOnsored-bythis research. grOup:. pipers from.the

conference were collected and are.avai.lable as a book. The research

giouP also recently produced inother book on problem,solving and.has

produced numerous papers_and articles on its work. Cme impditant

papet',:on. proae 'findingsW4,..spresented to an addienCe of

approxima y 200-at a meeting .of the'imeriCan'AsiOdiation of Physics

Teachers. Final y, the-research'..team has, resented more than 30

,

Workshops at various colleges and universities on its approach to

teaching.

Evaluation

.

The proposal for this project was basically a research proposal.

Although the proposer describedsplans for disseminating his findings,

he did not describe plans for itplementing project resu ts ocally.
l

Nor did theproject director propose: a formal evaiudt4On:Of

results.:It',turned out, hoWeverthat project results strongly.

influenced instruction in a course, at the university. The course
.

incorporates the LOCI matecials is a new one in the physics

department and so evaluation has presented some difficulties.

that

Nonetheless, in an effort to evaluate course effectiveness, the LOCI

research director bas recently collected answers to physics problems

from students who have completed this new course, and he has compared

these answers to answers from the 'same students.before they, took the

course aUd.to answers: given by students who other

Courses.' TO date only prelithinary resultS from a pilotHevaluatiOn are

,

'available; ,a mOre:car LefU.study ]..8 now underway. The tesearch
r

director found; howe.iier,that the new Course is sUccessful:in

'overcoming some misconceptions that students hold, but misconceptions .



in, other

overcome.

areas=-force and.acceleration, for. example--are hard to':'

Reactions to'NSF:PrOgrams.

t.hereiearch-7direCtor-thought thattheLOCI programhelped him
. .

chielle certain of his goals in research and in teaching. He thinks,

that the. of support LOCI -provides 'is 'sufficient only:-.-

lor-fine-tuningof-courses .LOCI awardad.o.not seem large enough to..

,bring'aboutf-Major changes incoUeses or:departmentS. Such.changes

usually require several; years .of

than LOCI can'provide.

J4.

conCentratedeffort-and more support

Summary and Conclusions

The two projects &eacribed in this chapter had a good-deal in
. -70

Both projects resulted in inquiry-oriented lahoratdrteif

'introducing .students to *conceptsvoehics..,* any;:atandard'hO.th,.

projects wre...44111Y successful. One project had,An.:especially. strong:

evaluation; the-other-was especianystrong.in diaSemihation. Both

'PrOijeCts contributed. substantially to-,instructionalprograms

departmentaand'colleges.

Two factors that may have

in their

projects are:

contributed Co:the succesa:Of these

a) Both projects were carriedoont by indi

education. The project

the project directors.

''diversion from their regular

als in science

were consistent _with career'goals of

LOCI, work did n t*epresent

scholarly activities.

The Lou projects, were an integral part of larger research

and development act ities in the departments. Thel,OCI

projects grew out of earlier:funded 'aCtiVitiesof. the.project



- directors; the projects contributed to their later funded



The me3ority of the LOCI projects designed to revise teething

methodology used the approaches to instructional improvement described

in the preceding chapters: The ProjeCt'directors revised their

courses to incorporate either elfpacing or computer- based, teaching,

or ingnirY'Aaboratories. Not. all LOCI projects designed to revise

teaching methods, however, were of these three types. Some projects

were: hard td' categorize or fell into classes of-their own.

n this 9apter we describe two suchprojects. The objective of

the first project was to design desktoP kits for chemistry students to

usenduring.leetUre4ssesY The kits were to contain models, w.

Chemicals,* and ot/ier;materielAthat.:studen4voUld use while a
,.

lecfurer gaveexplenetionS: The ;second projett'esked for "seed Money'!"
.

for A''departmeht tO:use to explore Ways to improve its' science

1,1

Aids t6 Abstraction in. Introductory Chemistry

The-first Project took Place in q community college located

the South and serving a metropolitan area of approximately 100,000..

Originally'eSteblished in temporary faCilities in-1067, the community

colleg grew rapidly. into A multicampu institution. It moved to .a

permanent 1.807Ncre site in 197, created an open campus that operates

at more than 200 locations in 1974, and established a third,cepus on

Aft 80acre site in 1975. The college now serveiover 20,000 resident%

ofthe,area each year It offers these learners-transfer programs,

education community services,.and general education programs.



I

The college also provides guidance and coftseling for all students And
.

developmental.programs for -studding ac emic assistance.
a.

the
x-;

:/"..
:

des.an-:-,equal.nuMber

eOentlyenrollment 'was apftoXimateIyi.

stirs :and,:3400,:parttime:sttdent ,Tuition' at the

,1;

a`co.11ege was modest.,:.apiroxiPaately'$190'Per year for residifa of the

state 14'4650 per year for,nonresid4hts. -The faculty at;the:College

inkddetAnibre than 200 members most of.whom hold.master's degrees.'

In addition to conventional prograds supporting faCultY

developmentsabbatical leaves and a tuitionreimbursement program-
-

the college has a diiiinctive p4iram of inpp'ort for instructional and

professional develoort activities' Ot its faculty. Each year 2% (or

$150,000 in 1979=80) of the college:funds are used ::for:.staff: and
.

professional development awards. Faculty members submit proposals for

'Projects involliing eitherlindividual professional development or

development%of coUrsesi curricula:, or.instructioh

are riviewed by a committee composed offa ty.m
.(' .

the college's administration. Awards have range

$-20,000.

Background of the Project
. c

Before joining the faculty as, a science'instructor xv-1968, the

projrt directortaught chemistrylor too. year a local high

school. At the time she submitted her LOCI RrOposal,'°She held a

master, degree from,a leading research university

Candidate in education at a university. in the region. She 'received

her doctorate in1977 and is currently leader of,the,chemical and



_biological stiiences Clu:ster at her college; /There
tmembers. in this ,clOsger.

are 11 facult:
4 .1

4'`The main stimulus forrdeTclopment of the project ditector s LOCI

proposal was an
,

instructions lorolAem at hei:'institution. The project

director thoughts that too few of the studerits in Introductory

Chemistry actually gra4ped the concepts and chemical principles that

the 'course -was' _designed to teach Too many students failed the;
course. ..Thy project director wanted to imprcve the ,course's'

effectivenesi.

Some awareness of;:thecharacter of7ThtrOductoorY Chemistry .c

the stUdents who. enroll in

-.-LOCI project.

essential to an understanding of this

Introductory ChemistrT oVers material that parallels

content covered, in two semesters- of high :school- chemistry. The course

is Considered a prerequisite to Generol: Chemistry for studente who "'

'have not 'completed high school chemistry Aurifig the last' 5 years.

Introductory Chemistry is artt,either prerequisite or part of the

curriCultim for,l-many two-year associate degree. programs at the corlege,

:such as fire. technology and-various paramedical programs: 'pp

majority of 'students enrolled ih the course are the firsf members
$

their families to attend College. Many of them are older citrzens

employed in the arL Q..Many are, women. In general, the students-are

relatively' ustSophisticated in the sciences and often are legs titlented

academicaily than the ii'ver'Sge high tchool Ehemistry student':
. -

/The project director thought that the concepts of CheMistry as
1$3ordinarily taught -we toil abstria fop thedes-tudents to gran :< The

students lacked-concrete -references for the Wor.ds spoken/in lectUree

'an4 ; printed- in textbooks . The. project' directot - thought -that these
\I



'
students might gia0 the,,conceptOie ter if they could handle

,

materials such aa, maaPariag devices , elements, compOunds, hnd mixtures

on heir' deilctops during lectures instead of waiting for lab

periods.

Another important factor in the project director'v development of

her proposal Was 'her experience as a doctoral candidate in education.

As Part of a *course requirement she developed a proposal that

described her ideas about improving learning of abstract'cheitical

principles When the teacher of the course suggested illat she sUbmitt

. .

theA)toposal' to- a fUnding agency,. she .began searching for an

.,04`:4.-
appropriate funding -Source.: She s(30iicliS!covered that 'the. fundipt

. ,

prioritie'S-of: the LOCI program. matched het. objectiveS;- ATI4withthe

help of het-coliege's Offide of resource develOpMett ahe:Prepated het
.. .

4. 7

Pio0Pal for submiSSiOn.- , .* 7

,
prOpOsal iequested .a 'total' of $16.,500 froM NW. The

. .

institutional coiltribUtiori to_ the pro ject was lisied as approximately

4300 TISF ifunds were. to .CoVersalaries for tviothirdS tiMe.foi- the

project director and onerquarter. time foa clerical 'Worker for the

-
t en-month duration. of the: project . funds weie also cover Costs

o travel and instructional materials . The project was scheduled .60

begin in September 1976.

Pro iect Goals and Activities.,

The. prOject .airetor 4ss.umption was that many. Inttoductopy

Chemistry-Students would' understand abstract 'ideas, only if the ideas

were first., expressed 3.n concrete ways, She thought that these

be led toward abstract' levels of thought if they'Students _could
,

carried but 'Concrete operations related to the abstract ideas that





---were-being--discussed The-project-director ha4-twO'specif-c goals in
,

mind for her project:

a) to develop desktop kits that would help student's!

abstract concepts of chemistry;

to demonstrate the effectiveness of these kits hy 'domfmring

the level of thinking of students taught:with and without the

' .
,

OF' .

kits.

The project ,was to be carried out in twQ major phases. The -first

) phade would occupy the, last four months of 1976. During this phase
_

the project director wouledesign the desktop kits an the tests to_be-.

.;'"Iiied in the evaluation of these kits.- The second phase :p 'the prOject

was to occupy the fir4t six monthS of 1977. , This was to be:'tiel;:tiiiie-

for implementation of the 'projeCt. -',,ClasSes were to be Offered using
,

the desktop kits; data were ,to be -co7fect ed ; statistical 'analyses were

to be run; and the 'final, report. WAS co'`be written on thee project.

The project diseator made good use of local and Off-cainpus

resources in designing the desktop kits and evaluating' their
..effectiveness. Off-campus, she attended a workshop on application- of

,.. , .

desktop expYeriments, and she .consulted with members of her dOcEoral

committee on design of the projlect evaluation. On her 'home campus,

she found a colleague in-iliemistry who agreed to, offer experimental

and control sections of Introductory Chemistry for the' project.. She

also found two faculty membeis)et her institution who were able to
. .

proyide help with statistical analysisof,,her results.

During-the first four inths of the project,. the project director
4f,

desigtied the desktop kiti for -Introductory,,Chemistry., tach of the

Acits contained -11:aterials for 28; lectures.. Itits consisted of an
;



______asscyrtment af_containers 2 chenicals _measur 2ing_devices,and_model
.,-.4 GSa

building materials. The project director'constructed 0 kits (at an

estimated cost. of $25 per ,Icit) -49 that each student in two classes of

thirty_would have 'an individual desktop kit during lecture periods.

ring this first phase of the project; theproject director also

esig,ned the teSts that she 'would use in the evaluation. She" decided ,

first to -classify all students according to level'of intellectual

development as determined .performance on three Piagetian tasks'. To

student achieveM s ie;cccide.d to.look:at. seVeral.VaiieblepAp

scor,earon a comprehensive final -axamination,adjusted for-initial

dif44ences in stu4ent knowledge; total instructor-assigndd points

obtained by students in the experimental -4W sontrol classes- on, tests,

quizzes,-and homework assignments; and instructor-assigned grades. As

her measure of_student aetitude; the project-director decided to use

responies t . two individual questions. These questions asked stUants

to identify the degree to, which they liked-chemistry and the degree-to

Which chemiStry was easy for them to understands

4 !

The final task of the fitt plisse of the project was selecti

an experimental design. The project director decided teuse two

instructors in'the experiment. Each instructor wouLd teach twm

,

sectiOns'of.jlitrodurktotyCliemi'sfry:: an experimental section and a.

ecti e.project director inundecrto
. ,

:. . ,

statistical tests tO compare ,perfordance.in the Contipl:Snd

experimental .groups.

Evaluation of the Project

The differences that tWp.roject director discovered between
.

experiment,a14and control gpups favOre0 Eh% e?cpe;iniejlta/ group, but



--differencesy;wertimlutalways large enough .to be rniidered

statistitallyigaliatnv `On the4druiprehensive t I iriat Lon adjusted; for

initial knowledg ,- hpwever, differences were cl ar and siatistitally
significant. Adjuited scores of the enTne 'exp rimental group were

higher than thoge in,the entire control` group", In .a separate analysio0.2,...

carried out ow students at the concrete level o

experimente obtained the same' result.

operations, the

She also Obtained, the §aae

result in separate -analysis restricted to stticents at the 'f
, - 4

,.
sults Were'far aess clear: in analyses'. that- depended

,instlytictor-assigned points and instructor-assigned grades.

number Of poitit.s accumulated. by the experental group 'wasim .W.

significantly: .higher than' 'total points Accumulated by the -controlF ,

,.group, but- the sam attern...Was; not, Obtained in the; sepaiite ana,lyses
.. for -Ectudenes'at die concrete :died''4.0.nlal.9-1;teratigrtai,,,.stages. In

addition;;; there was no significant-2.differetiee in !proportj.,Ons,°'of

students receiving,. instria r-asaigne g A4 deg, 0f, A; 13.; or 'C in

eXperimentlal: sd control rtsec'tions . The port i n of students

receiving thetie grades in botrh' the 'experimental and the control

section was about equal. to the, proportion-who had received these

grades from the instructor tithe past
, "!0-!

There was also: no ppe in student° resp es to the two
. .

questions cheinistry! -and "Chi rye is a sy .Eof me t

understand." Aithough student's in both groups developed more positive

aptitades toward, chemistryhemiitry. during' the ct,i rse,' the amount of attitude,

,change as _measured rby' these- questions was for 'both

experimental and control groups nformal 'Commehts

3



--hoiever- provided additional- feedback about the mleffects f the kits on'

students' attitudes. Use. of the kits seeFed to increase. studeU,t.

entipsiasm. The kits efreshed" students and provided variety dUring

theAecture -discutision format

OthtrEffects of the Project

9.ffects, of the LOCI project eFtended beyond the original-

claSei °in whIch thd kits were 'Used: :°&In addition to the project._

director $two ,instructors of Introductory Chemistry at the college areRif1.4
4 4-

now usi the pr,oje,ct materials. One of the pro,jett director'-s

splleaguei:is.usiug...the kits in both IntroduCtOtY .ChemistrY and in a

new course 'titled Chemistry for Everyday Life. Another colleague

'added his own insfructiarial. eriala to reflect Ehe requirethents of
. "' '

A " ad Ai''. Ixcpwel e. n a it e project . 3opector. has received inquiries
-vok ' -7- " .

about;er;,project, frohfc. 'CTs at other colleges and

univeFsities. the k Ff eing used' on' some. of these campuses,

and at one university in the 14idwest,,a Science :41tucator 1140 :carrying,
--v4 ; 71'41%

.4, 4E44 a study to .repyr4tqckper findings on the effects of manipulation

It aids concept ,learning.

The project director has present.e4, her flindin
v. 4, '"

and national meetings of professional assbCiations

..Wer describing project' esults soon appear in therptiislished,,,.

Proceedings of one of the associationa. In recognition of her'-

, effortshe project director. recently_ received a motional for,:

good teaching in community' college chemistry frOm Manuf a c tur ingi.r
.. .. , ' - :- 1 . :7

Chemists Associ.atioh. ,Recen_tly the project directot.isublitted. a
. .-0

4 proposal therDepartment of Energy, to'delielop workthops -for high.

schoOk teachers. She entifipatee Chat her experience as diteccor. of
4" .



the LOCI project will help her in the review process for this

proposal.

.

/ReactiOn to NSF Programa

The project director cojgdered the LOCI, program to be an

1--,
VP excellent- one.; . She: that the program' guide, nes wereclear

.4.4T

the amount of money allotted for projects was, adequate, and the tirli'e

allowed for.projececompletion Wasqgenerous. She considered the

requirement for evaluate -12-resulto to be a reaonable

expectation of the LOCI -

.

704,. * i*k
The; ject director offered no

,

sugtestions for .revision pf,,LOCIprogram policies. She did report,

however, experiencing eomedifficultyin sbhmitting her final project

:report'to the appropriate division of, the Foundatlon, and she

' suggested that efforts be made to improve coordination between the

0

various divisions Cif,NSP.
. ;.

,Laboratory Instruction at attberal Arts College

The setting fOra,the ,aeCiti'd.,,Iir!$Ject. was a CO4ucetionalf.Chnic

related liberal arts' ColIggefoUnded in-1826. Abotit 207Years ago ph

college,moved'to its pre4ent 790acre campuejust ouiside,a Southern
.

.0.ty20.100 000. LoCated at the foot of a .mountain in oneciid the

.South's, most:scenic regions, the, campus includes a 30acre lake, an

:hole golf course,
f:k

NW

rose garden a Japanese-garden, and,many fountains

pools. The campus, ccatains 22 buildings, all Completed since

1956. The.Major buildings are

many haveJcolumpect porches.

The 'student bodyrntimIlOrs approximat

dmade Virginia brick

states are represe d 'inithe student body" more than.

of the studentsme:me from the South Atlantic states, andmostitAive

.vim



the college residence halls. Estiiated expenses for students are

about"$5 400 per year, ,The admissions policy is very selective. 14

' -1979 the college received 1845 applications for the freshman class,

afil.R4iolled 674 students. The entering class averaged 1078 in.
P7'4.

combined SAT scoies. 4proximately 15% of freshmen do not return for

the sophomore year; approximately 65% of the entering freshmen remain

to-graduate; and approximately .75% of those who graduate continue

their studieain graduate or professional schools.

Many of the studentaare interested in,science. Freslimen, for

examp4. choose biology as their field of interest more often than any
_

other Field.' liany: of these freshmen, of course; are interested in

career4 in medicine, and thek erests shift by the time they'

majors. Of the 390 degrees conferred in 1979, 19 were.in

biology; 15 in,chemistrmll in computer sciences; 7 in geoloiY1

math; and .1,141 physics.

Background for the LOCI Project

The LOCI. project ofie,li tin' chain of interrelated

d ivities at the college.-4-- These activities Oarted three or fo

yearns-before tbe_tOCI prOie# as fed when the co

Atiofi.
. -

aUPOOrtworkln'planning. TO-.determinektricularigOala, onebfA

planning.prboedures-geVeToped,,under theseAranta.,used, he analogy.of a

-.!grants froi the ExXon-E-aucation.FOundat:ion'an4":-.Ford.Tou
-

tried to answer questions asked by traveler's:

are yougOingZ0716-ia going with you? 'How

yOu.knbW when.y you

Orelope at the collegeA-
strengths "weaknesses opiiortunit

t there? Another panning proca

requi d departmen

es, and ore

y"-:=0'



. planning areas... Exxon -and Ford grants

the college, and each year each departm

under these grants in curricular plannin

Another important link in the chain of events leading td the LOCI

project was a grant. for faCulty .development Icadeniid planning

d from the Kellogg Foundatibn in 1975. This grant helped

faculty members follow systematio;procedures in' developing curricula,

courses, .and new instructional strategies. The Kellogg grant, provided

faculty members h released" time att,t1-other. support services

n problems identified through the SWOT's .analyses and otr

setting procedures: Participation in the K

;
to workw!,--:bt,

oal

..vOlutita y but in the 'three years of the project .-;--a total of A58, out
0 .

. 14,5 faCulty' meMbers partidipated. ,..

./..In. L975 the biology dtzartment 'identified laboratory instruttn 1...c.i ili
''''' ,'

..t.

s. 4a. key rea of coucern.(in its SWOT's:alkalysis. An associate

p4ofessor of g)iologyA.?as identified as an indiViduaol who would wbrIvr on

the Problem, e: knew, that the Kellogs grant could provide suppci' rt to*
a facultiy Memb "working do instruCtiona4r,and ctirrictila change at the

college. He ,alao knew aboUt401a0CI 'program': He- decided . to try to

laboratry, instruction in biology,

One distinctive .aspect of the proposal this faculty member

t- eloped was exploratory charaCtei. Like other college teachers,

this 'faeulty member had heard' a great deal about individualize

instruction--addiotutorial teaching, computers, modUles, 'mastery

, 1-earnin-g, personalized instruction-, ancrAc- on. 'His major objective

was to' determine ich of. the practices and materials would wo



laboratory instruction at his university. In his proyosal,h

requested funds for both et ,pe-riod bf exploration of-alternatives an

periOd of i.liplementation...

The proposal c2.

YI\
director's institutionwas to con, ribu.

t?.

The major item on N6Ubudget was summer salary

.

director and an assistant director. other small,items were

dssi$tance secretarial help, trave5/and materials. The project. was

pect tto begin in June 1976 and to be ,completed in 15 months.

13rdieceGoals Activities
7

The LOCI projeit4.'had 'two major objectives:' exploration of

altertat able. to the department-jOd use sof selected

alternabives in,laboratorY Ostrudtion at,the,college. Within one

f the start, of theproje6t$0,0 projedt directot had completed

' Oth-majOr.tatkste..11e and his colleagues had ex§lored
4
major '

'

struct;bn,cand, he and his studeneehad

lc,,

ilternatives .06di.atory
,yr

comp ted ptes ntaEions on topiCs in. biology..

To compare'aIterhetive methods of laboratOry instiuction,'themay.

rbjecdirgOtrarranged or:workshops, sitevisits and

deinonttr tions!'. First is invited Samuel-Pbstlethkait- Of Puidue.
. - .

\,._.?

University. campus to dbndati WOrksh4 '' n*.dibtutoriai.

iiistruCtioia. Al though the. dep4rtxrvt., reached, the ccifteiusl.
f

'41ibtutbria4 ingtr uld-not be. used in. all labbiatoies,"
,

departmentmembers felt some features of udiotutorial
'i ''

instruction could be' licorporated into their new program. -Second thei $

.proje ireCtor-and' s ass
f

,: '.1. . 'I, .,.; .1 6
study'thelr!Methodq'tif laboratoryk.

.-.: ,----7 ..;,
.

./7



worishOia.on

87

a variety of topics, including computer appi2icaions in

the classroom competency-based education lternatilie-Modes of

..'instruction, and Keller'&..perponalizlaystemof instruciy

_.
.finally, they obtained aqnumber Of%commvciaily

and looked into ways of using these materials in indiviilized

laboratorY10.nstruction.

To be&-implementing more individualized instruction in
-
theL_

biology department, the project dirictor had students prepare slide-
.

tape mini-courses on basic laborie y procedures and topics. The
a.

library of 30 slide-tap that resulted from this project served as a

core of materials for individualized laboratory teaching. In

jt
dition, the adtivity of5neveloping slide-tape.mini-courses proved4to

beusefu in it1444since allowed faCUItyaridatudents to

n- one -'to -one basis. while -Making.ilides

0
Peer review, oP preliminary slide -tapes helped refine final

and alsO served s valuable learning experiences.

ill-th4

produCts

.

,,tapes,are now alailable

,

at the-biolo*y:4ePairm44's

y are :after the completion of 'ike. LOCI', p;rbjec5:. -
,

%

i

ataloged and .easiky'ebtained hylistudents. ,

in the biology, dePartappt-1,,icicta K:uge'.0ietai,egHiii
,

learning cent

The tapes. ve :neat

Facuity members

°different ways Some use the

.

enrich the content of
.

lower-Cvision co

supplement, instruct fib

A

u s es or for

in upper-division courses. .4. facult memb

n- -to

teaching

sit** mentliOns rhe

availability of :a al.xdOetape;. ativIen

if they want to. In o thee caae,a , faculty members.
H.

incourseallisttotorign-the:It

amount of leCtip.timeapent-cn.rontine:tea.
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amount of individual instr ion necessary on 1 ratory procedures.

The project director reported that during the co se of a year all

instructors in the biology department .would use the slide-tapes in one

of these two ways He_also reported that the rate,,of Use of the

slide-tapes is increasing. While it is not so great as he had hoped,
u

use is greater than he had expected.

An important outcome of the, LOCI project was increased awareness

at the college of options available for science teaching. This

awareness helPed .shape the science. diviiion's ,succeOeful 1977- propo Sa

to NSF's, program on Comprehensive AsSiStnce to Undergraduate, Science.

Education (CAUSE); The director., of the LOCI project made important

contributions to this proposal, and served as CAUSE Rrojecedirectar-
r),:tfor one year The two-year project required mole than $200,000 of NSF

funds and more than $125,000 of institutional funds, and involved the.

seven science departments at the college: 'biology, chemistry,

computer science, mathematics, physics, and psychology. ;The
4

-effects of the CAUSE project areaquite visible in many,of these
-

department's today. Attractive and popular learning resource centers

functiAn in the deliartment; of biology, mitthemati sand coinputer

science. A modular mia,stery couirsris thriving in the niathematics

department . Lebo atories in' some courset1/4 went from a coOkbook

.approach to ,a 'more individualized method. of teaching. The use of
(

The-PhysiCal chanies in departments brought abou*.-. with NSF fu

iseem to be a sourc f. pride to the science faculty.. Many science

science increased'"

'teac ame dee involyed in project acti

tie" toward, the-prOjeCt today is very favorable,



J,changes thattook place at the ,college, however, occurred after the

CAUSE award was made. The LOCI project' director in fact, mentioned

course revision beforethat-he had some trouble in involving

the CAUSEaward'vas-received. He also fei t constrained.. in what-he was
. . ' . \ -4..: . ..

, _. .1.

._______:______.
. . ,

...,-
,attle to-0100wiftthe amount of mon able frOM,LOCI. The.. CAUSE...,

these

.

.

grant .solved bothhproblem gCause of... the. availability.."of

summer 'salar *nd, the growing scope

director received fuller departmental

project, theyroject

on. the CAUSE

equipment he needed--ndt just aproject. e was-,also able to buy

single-audio-slide viewer but the

learning:resources center.

Evaluation of the Project.

that were necessary

The propoSal for the LOCI project did not-dqntkn4.a.separate

evaluation section; the evaluation activities describe41!the

proposal were informal: The proiect,director was to gather

questionnaire data
4'4

on project effectiveness-from students and

laboratory.aisistan and tq pr .prctgrss.reports to the biolp,/

department faculty tmanta The.purpose of the
4 4

evaluation was.to imp vekthe implementatiOn,.of the new ahoratory
- -
procedures.

The evaluation that took place was linformal.,

;dent reactions to the.alide-
t

rojeCt

is

eaves. Overalf, they judgedLOwta.- to:be of genesallY 4tfoci2k)*
44

.v.,-
?-1..

c
,

.qaality,. Some'semnea "better than commercially eavailabl; others
...3

med fairly rough in OisW',.. Discussion of these and other --

reactionsreactions to the initial proj played an important role' in-
.

,devekument:'of the ,CAUSE



Reacticins td. N

a.

The IPkOjact,direatOt lt. certain that without NSF suppor ,

dould.::Ot have -gotten so far in laboratOry teaching, ...sO

Without- LOCI and the r'eiated CAUSE grant, it would have

ta keel five o sir years to 'make .tlit cionges in attitude and in
41,

facilities that were made, &min grant In general,.

therefore, the project directOr,,

that made these teaching iMprovenenta posaible.

Small changes, the projedt dirgctoi thinks might -improve the

clarity Of NSF program g_tiidelines. The gu,ideline§ for final

reporting, for example were not completely ciear,. puring the giant
'"4period the project director .fe "of. .:touch".with iNSF. .4,40cause !of-

rotating staff at the ,agency, he 'Id '1-yot;!...know ,Whoin he'sPould cOntact,

about problems. when they .arose_. He..4uggesd that NSF 11 an 800
,.--

number:tsa that calls could he made t without expense.
.The chemistry: department chair

._7*="`

also made a number of:coMmentS'abou

thinks_that

ON;

1,'

small plaming grants arS,;

ruler dean at' the college,

rams, a "' uidelines.. H

he hop0 that

contl.nu,s to provide smaL). ,grants before making °large'.

fit awards .

"indOvativenessn is a
- .

sci.ence' education: Hpieties' grant .

He does lt,of think ropriate to use

criterion -in. malting iawa

grams
V

Allne4 flexitik,;.:Y' -,. na yen
.:-:-. ...,,s0 ,. , . . ''''''''

4.., °' ..' .5.... ..
n awardSarermalow visibi t

,

/
clariEy gUideli.es and ,,equireme

esPeciarly import ont He fets

NS

programs'-arnot,'Madp ..dkpar ,enoUg

"improvement of,

where prdjedt dirdet6N's

ss inn use of fUnds; .1 es the'

recommends greater

The last point, seems,

htt requirements of spe if is

oject directors. Changes



-requirements are not ali.a.ys communicated pra tly -clea

thinks that program managers should proVideld-letter'on s

requirementsto project directors,,,. and should update the/let

neCes#Jiry.

Still:Emery and Conclusion's.

...A4.1though both these projects took place in the South and-both

made contributions' to thir -institutions, theyllad little else in
common.' . The two prOjects were.carried out ae-different 'types of

institutions. Withrli ferentk types. of 'student -bodies'.
6

, .
a creparemental emPhasi V the other - emphasized improvement of a.,dingle

.

course. One project -emphasized -other emphasized
, u

ject cbntain aqstrong aluation design; the oth

ntion to forMal. evaluation.

° The juxtaposition of the two projects' helPs make. the point that

LOCI projects are diverse. The prograd provided seed- money a ,

j---department to explore ,alternarilies vedesign of aboratr,ies, and
,14at theme dame tim'e itProvided sup io.rt foe cliaser.tapi n research on

velvet loft' of -materials' for ,,teachinw it4rodOctory,

benefit to thexr:1

institutions;



jects designed to

revise the teaching methods used in science-courses. In addition to

.

supporting pro,je n teaching methods, LOCI also funded ,projects

designed to revi,s iupdate the cOntent of science courses. In 1976',

approximately 30Vof all awards were for curricular pro jeCts; 'in 1977%

curriculsir projects were 40% of the total.; and in 1978 they Were 47%

of, the total. Some of these curricular awardi'were for projects to

,

a.upcate introductory courses, ;some were for revision of adVanced

.

courses*.and some were for

7
development of sequences of courses.

#01,
, -

ilitIn this chapte 4p describe three , curridular pro jet,ts. fIfest

T,4*,a .proje,dt ,to:design:liboratory exercises using the same set. of

- mit erials for two diflerent `biology courses so, that learning in .one
rv" a"

course Viould eitifOr.ce learnTng 'in the other: The, second project was

design "an interdisciplinary:, .problem-oriented_oourse bi

transportatic*. rife course was to introdUce freshmen eor-the" major

eats of science 'in a single, team-taught cours e and ,t was 41.so' to

14,4

cUrrlcu Theserve protofYpe for a total unified science

thit4 project 'as to reVise the content f aocou .computer.'

;

science. The uevised course' was to cover microcomputer 'technology in

hands-.on enVirpnm nt.

a.

Itt.f 4 _ The firor

tariap 1. be

Laboratories at a Liheral Arts CKlege,,

curricular projects took plaCe at a4Private,

its college located on a ten-acre :campus_ in one
e .

ar as. ,of the .East Coast. The college was)
-

e y t epare women for siiicif it

.
,111a,jor .metioN.1.2.t

estellishedkai the .turn Of t
,

.

7,

Tye
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careers _either immediately upon graduation or following postgraduate

-education. To achieve this goal today, theoIlege offers programs

that combine the liberal arts and sciences with professional

The undergraduate student enrollment Consists of'some 170D women,

and the graduate enrollment consists of about 1000 women and men.

About 50% of those-attending the college are in-state students. The

majority of the others are from the North Atlantic states, but almost.

every state and over a score of foreign countries are represented in

the student body. About 60% of the students live on campus, and the

others commute. Resident students pay approximately $7000 in tuition

and fees each year; commuting students pay nearly $5000.

Recently, 1420 applications for admissions were received.at the

college; about 82% were accepted; and 42.2_freshmen-enrolied-.---The

entering class averaged 480 on the verbal section of the Scholastic

Aptitude Test, and-500 on the mathematics section.; About 75% of.these

_ ,

fteahMen are expected to graduate in four years; and about 20% to

of the:graduates,are expected t go directly to graduate school: ,

The faeulty at the college consists of 150 full-time members,

approximately 50% of whom'fiold the doctorate. Salaries for these

faculty members are above the national average. Their teaching load

is.12 contact hours per week; student - faculty ratio is 12 to 1;

average class size is_15 udents. There is np formal faculty

development or instructional improvement,center on campus,,:and

released time is not usually available for course improvement

projects: Faculty members are expected to work oh.COUrSeisnd,



L,.

.,'
curricular revision as'.pare4A) egolat teaching duties or to do

"k ,
.

: /v, 4. . /
,

more concentrated work on c ..e..PA i611 during sabbatical years..

'The LOCI project was ded ect courses in biology, a

department with eight fulltime embers housed in th

modern_science center. This de ,concentration program'
.vo

prepares students, for immediate ei

specialization. Students majority
4

biology pi6gram, and then select fro

for further 'academic

g n twosemestgr. core

r of courses those

that will best suit their own interes d goal .Students may

hoose an animal track, botany track,
_
Ure ofAUe.two, pr a

double major. In the junior year; trio

study projects,which are Completed in the

-Background of the Proiect

The facultT member
.

dknts".44ign independent
N

ior'yeart.

"V.

who developed the LOCI' pes4VOACto the

college as an assistant professor in 1975., A neteivine her-

Ph.D. in 1957, she taught and carried ,out research At severaUApearch4 .
universities. In addition, during the sixties, she sought out

opportunities for retraining and reeducation tb keep abreast of. her

field. She was perceived by the biology department chairperson as an

,individual who could advance rapidly at the college.

This faculty member brought with her perceptions of her new role

.1

that were consistent with her earner background in research. She was ,

knowledgeable alkout grant proposals and proposal writing, and on

arriving at the college she made it a point to learn about funding

programs in educatidn. During her first year-at the college, she

developed proposals and received awards for research and developpent

projects from NSF's LOCI program and its Women in Science program.
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Al'though her faculty colleagues Supported her in her LOCI work;

they initially had some reservations about the project: First of a4,

-4'the courses to be redesigned with LOCI funding were courses taught

by the project director but by other faculty meMbersin the biolo#y
f,t

department'. To put together her proposal, t project directorliad to

convince her colleagues to revise their courts Second, the
t

epartment chairperson felt thA.d great deal o Eaboratory,rivision

could be carried out strictly with department funds,without,, heavy

..investment of\government money on. salaries an&eqUipmenthe LOCI.
____ _

*
.

,

.Y44proposal requested' more than $174000 froled.NSF for laculty/ealaries,

.,_ :iit.,::_

stUdent salariesj arid equipment to design or redesign four laboratory
f \_ HY:Y.-

expefimettl in two courses -about one- third of the laboratory work..in

, _ 4 i, ,
. these courses. ThedepartMent chairperson at first_wiAted the future

--(.:_'.

project director'to-wait and see what,could be done with loco funds

before requestingoutside money, but the department Chairperson too
\

e

-,-

_ ,

ventually offeredVauypott for the LOCI propOsal;
- : -.\

Proiect.--W-ectiT.Tes \andAdtiVities

The proposed project was designed to coordinate-=the laboratory

work of students in two separate courses, ChemistWand Biology of

;Ifl?Cells and Genetics. Before,the project began, students at the college

often'took the two courses concurrently, but the courses were taught

independently by .two different faculty members: No.special effort vas

made to relate the content in one of.the ccUrses to.that in the other.

The purpose of the proposed project was tp interr4ate the learning
-

experiences of the students by providini coordinated and complementary

`1;.,

laboratory materials for the c;urses; In the proyosed approach, each

course was to be presented autonomously and'each;,teacher wasito
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.

,function independently,'b t the materiilS used in the two courses were

to overlap to a significant degree. The proposed project was,

therefore meant to giVe studentd a more unified view of the biological
,

The proposal identified four major areas for this integrated

approach. doordinated laboratories were to be designed for each

these-areas' One of the ardeSLfar example, was use,of
.

.

'electrophoresis to characterize:proteilia,'In the laboratory in

Genetics; "students were tgmate strains of fruitflies differing in

electrophoretic mobility of prominent enzymes; in the laboratory -CI

Chemistry and Biology of Cells, they were to examine the properties nk

these same enzymes in detail. Other laboratories involved the same

sort of'coordination and work on common materials.

The activities of the project were to be carried out in two major

phases. The first phase was scheduled for completion during.. the,v

summer of"1976. During this phase the two.courses were to be

reorganized, and laboratory exercises were to.be designed for the fodr

areas. The second phase was to be complete& during the spring of_

1977. Seco d phase activities were classroom testing of the

leborato exercises and evaInation and.iumpary of project results,

The first phase of the project moved along accord ng to schedule.

During the first weeks-of the summer, outlines were written that

coordinated topics both in theolaboratbry and lecture sections of each

course and in the la1oratories in Cell Biology and Geietics. During

the. remainder of the summer, laboratory guides' were developedfor the

four areas Of the conrses. This work was the joint effort of three

faculty members in the\biology department and three student



.'assistants.' The faculty members proved the basic outlines for the

laboratories; The-students tested laboratory. procedures and

contributed to the inevitable_reworking and refinement-of-these

proce4res. During this phase of ,the project, necessary equipment and

jupplies were ordered for the laboratories.

Several events occurred during the second phase_Of. the project

that curbed the smooth flow of project activities. The,first of these

was ,a lower-than-expected joint enrollment An Genetics and Cell
4

Biology in the spring of. 1977. The project director,hadexpec.ted a

.joint'enrollment of 35 in the two courses, and eXpected'also that'

t other students would enroll in only one of the courses. The
--.....

..

i.

.

enrollment common to the two courses, n fact, was only four
_

-e

students. The number-of stude be affected by the project-142S

-4'
the project,director had hoped it to ,

clearly less in this term`

be,.

Two other eta occurring in the spring'of 1977 were equally

= portant for the ong range outcome of the project. first, the "'

project director resigned from her, position at-the college. She

presently holds a full-time research positiOn at a major research

university. Second, the assistant professor responsible for the

course in cell biology, then in his sixth year at-the college, left
_ -

the institution for another position., With the final report on

project outcomes only-a few months away, the project loSt,two-thirds

of its faculty, and had involved onPy about one-tenth th'e number of

students that was anticipated..

The one remaining project staff member became project director,'

and he decided to give the project another year before drawing

101°



conclu'sions. Genetics and Cell Biology were scheduled to b

cdncurrently,again in the spring of 1978, and so there was another

offered.

oppbrtunity to show the value of the coordina a laboratories The

number of students enrolling concurrently in-the two courses in the

-
spring of 1978,:however, slipped to two.1 With only, two

4 ,

common to the two courses
qthere was Even. -less point than previously,

enrollments

in coordinating the two laboratories. There was also less possibility,

Of coordination since 'the new teacher of Cell Biology was d visiting I

faculty member'who Xnew little about-the LOCI project- finally,

with the departure of the original directdr, the project last the

driving forcebehind coordination. The idea of coordinated GenetiCs

and Cell Biology laboratories died. a quiet 'death:

Project Outcomes

The proposal for this project described a controlled'evaluatio

f-project outcomes. Controlled evaluation seemed possible behaus

the project director expected to be able to locate four different

groups of students. These groups were: students who had taken :the

.

two 'courses before any revisions were made; students who would be

-taking both courses concurrently; students who would be taking only

..

Genetics in the revised format since they 114a previously completed

.Cell Biology; and_finally, students who would be taking only eel

Biology in the revised formal ,since they had previously completed

Geneticsi The project director plAnned.to develop and administer a

OeStionnaire to-stidentS in each 'Of the four'groups.:.-Inr,eddition,..

the two faculty 'membersteaching the pilot courses were o compare

student pertormance,in the revised courses,with student performance in



the courses before.they were reviseto evaluate the impact of -the

changes;

with far smalIer_enrollment -than- anticipat,ed-- the-new .project

director decided to abandon plans for formal' comparisons in favor
, \

leSs f rmal evaluat yion.. Iti.-ihe first year of 'the. coordinatediii
if a

_ _ laboratorietf," he solicited- written-comment s -about-he project-from the

four students who were enrolled in both Genetics ana Cell Biology.

The two students who turned in written statements were both-positive

about the integrated laboratories. Thertwo. students who did not, turn

in"written .comments alSo- indicated--that -they too the integrated

labs. In the second yeai. of the 'revised courses, niy two students

took ,Genetics and Cell. Biology 'concurrently. . Both student's reacted

favorably to the idea of integraVion, but neither submitted written

,
comments about tne laboratorIes

The faculty member:who teaches GenetiCs is convinced of the value

of the experiments developed under the LOCI grant,'ana .he is presently
.

using these laboratories in his cOurse. No attempt, is presently being

made, however, ,tti coardinate these experiments with laboratory work in

dell Biology.. It is possible, however, that in the future the

integration .of the two laboratories may be ,given greater emphasis.

We, were; unable to find any evidence that' project had an

impact' on courses other -than' Genetici and Cell BioI00.6t the collbge.

Nor could we find evidence that the project had an impact outSicle
F,;

College,. The 4roject did not affect institutional caSts. or ;did it
.

affect the college's service to a-broader community. A., could f Ina

only one unintended effect of the- project The a-dan of science

repoited that she would sbrutini:ze ,grant Proposals more carefully
_

47



the future an&try to make sure that proposals went forvard'only when

they had a reasonable chance ,of success.

NSF Programs

The original project director considered .the LOCI funding program

-e,at .excellent;one. She found program guidelines clear, And the

athoiliatHoImoneyale.._alIOWed_for..-_compiet ion_i_and_rePorring

requirements all excellent. The Second project director agreed with

Sher on all major. points. Hefelt, however, that there should. be.

giedt.er scrutiny.of.Projects.:for commitment. -and ability.of:personAel.

0 see the projects through to the end.. The dean

;

college agreed with him on this point.

fscience""st the

The :dean. of science alsO pointed out-that many'curricular

p . . .

,.4. revision projects can be Carried out with departmental. funds-and
.

:.-. -, . ,

without supplemental money froth soverument agencied.:She_recommended,
.

..
.

. . .

that government agencies and foundations give priority to two types of

teaching improvement efforts. First, heemphasized the need for .

support for deVelOpMent of new programs_.. To remain vital, collegeS-.

need to develop newinogramd, but it -is often difficult for deans

chairpersons to find money for new programs. Federal government

agencies and foundations can help byyproviding.funds.. Second she

emphas. zed.the need,fOr money for replacing" upgrading, and

maintaining equipment. In.the tight economic circumstances.bf higher

education today, few colleges have all the equipment that is needed in

wcientific laboratories. Most colleges could use help in equipment

and upgrading their teaching laboratories.



A Unified Science Course at-e Community College

The second LOCI curricular project took place at a private two-
_

Tear college in the downtown area of a New Etgland city of_d100,000:

_
This,two -year college grew out of the education program of a local

MC,A. at the turn of the century, and to this day the college uses some

of the physical/facilities of .the Y. About ten years ago ehe Board of

Trustees of the cone& established a separately chartered upper-

division college, and today.the,upper- and lower-division institutions

share facilAties and administration and work toward a common purpose.

Together the two divisions'aim to be, and hope to be seen as,a "no

Xrills," low-cost, commuility=oriented, independent educational

institution presenting quality programs consistent th the'needs of,

the employing community.

Enrollment in the two divisions 'of the college num

approximately 1200 students. Of these, approximately 300,a full=

time and 900 are part-time students.
1.1 a recent class, one- ifth of

the students were women, and two=fifths were foreign. The institution

to ay is trying to increase its enrollment in all categories except

foreign. Its greatest current eMphaSig, however, is on increased

enrollment of partr-time commuter students.

The typical full-time student at the college is low in academic
ti

skilli. The average Scholaitic Aptitude Test ..verbal and mathematics'

scores of a.recent entering ClAss, for example, were '384,and 419
- _

respectively. Given this low level of, academic ability,, attrition has

been a problem; Abbut 25 to 30%'of the stUdents'igho'enibtl fuli-time

graduate in four semeste s, and another .5% gralluate Ofter one of two

additional,semesters. The majority of those Who graduate from the-
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1pwer-division college, however, go on to four-year colleges. About

70% Of the students currently enrolled at the college are in

engineeiing:orengineering technology programs. Nearly 20%.of the

students are studying business, and only about 10% are currently

enrolled in liberal arts and science curricula.

efore-1975 seven-p111-time-faculty members taught-in the-three-------

science departments of physics chemistry, and biology. In 1975 the

three departments were merged into a unified physical sciences

department. Subsequently, two members Of the mathematics faculty were
el

$

brought into this department, and it was re-named-the-natural-sciences

department.; Because of t'he small number of science students at. the

college, the major task of this department is to provide, service

courses for other programs. The engineering program, for example,

requires-students t take three courses in physics offered inthe

natural-sciences department.

Teaching loads the college are typically 12 contact-hours per

week. The institution is not ordinarily able to provide rekeased time

for faculty members to work on course development.. Nor does it have
.

. _.- -.__
.

available many special-resources-to support this

Akind.o

.

.
. . .

.

,,. . ..
.

,. .

a mini -grant Program, or summer sal*iy for Curricular..

projects. -Outside help is therefore important for sustained

instructional or curricular development,but before the LOCI grant,

thecollege had never received government money to support

ihstructional-research and development activities.

ProTecGoals andActivities

The faculty member who developed the LOCI proposal,first came

the institution in 1975 as chairman of the newly formed department

106



,phydical sciences. ,Se had previously worked for one, of the East.

Coast's largest research and consulting firms, and'he,was

knowledgeable about development of proposals and administration of
. . , .

research grants. One of the college's expectations was.)that its new

chairman of physical sciences would develop grant proposals in the

s c ienc area for the school.

.

The proposal that this ,faculty member ,developed for the Lqa

Competition was, tp design one-year problem-solving course foCUaing

on a single issuetransportation; The propoSeU' course was to;

----

introduce students to central problems, in the physical sciences,

mathematics, and engineering in a -singie, 'team-taught course. The

course was also to serve as a prototype in the development lof a.

-1, 1__unified science .curriculum the college. In the first .'sentenCp
.

the propOsal to "in facti the piopOser Stated.hia intention
.,

use sthe courSe is.the basis for:, a ,more comprehensive Ptoposil- for
, .

Support from the NSF 's program of Comprehensive"AssisEance to.

UndeiradUate Science EducAion (CAUSE).

he proposed projct was to be short'in duration. It was

scheduled for completion within three months of tligstarting date, and'

the author of' the Propotal required '.less than $6000 tp complete ihe

roject work._ The mo-hey .was to be used to cover the Salary 9f the

proje,ct .director during the -summer of 1976 and to pay a small amount
nX

for a to4Sultant"6 time The anticipated outcomes of:the prOject,

the other hand, vereubstantial, They included basic c ur:se

ogtliae, deaOrt t..ions of teaching -strategies to be used, lecture.
-

.notes, and lib atotry ."'programspro.F. the, Bourse:
!tr.

107
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During 'the three month
. -

funding, the project director-planned for the course on

n Whidh the:projedt received formal;

transportation, and created drafts of preliminary 'planning materials

-for the course: a number'of,frow charts, an extensive taxonomy of

engineering concept's, and 6 grid-that-related these concepts to

several substantive areas in engineering.: The basic outline, lecture

notes, and laboratory programs' were not put, into final Shape during.

the three-month period of the pfoject, and he proposed coursen

transportation was not offered-in the 1976-77 academic year.

Aithon*gb :the LOCI project described in the proposal to the NSF

was meantto a thred-month' project,-thelOCIprograM.in 1976 gave

Project directors a generops,amount of time to complete their work.

, ., . _

Final repprts were.due at the NSF by December 1978 on all projects

begun in,the.1978..fiscai year. At the end, of the three-month funding.

. .

. 1- -= y . . ' , , )*...period, therefore, the pro3ect &irector still:had-^ample time to get
r

material into'shape,offer.the course on tranaportation, and ,complete

the project succe&sfully before a final repint was due at NSF. But .

. ...

,
befbre December 1978 events occurred-at the college that radically

Changed the -course of the project.

.

.

'In September of 1977 NSF's -CAUSB program provided funds.for a

Unified 6Oienie:turriciilum-at thetollege. . The etOunt-Of funding.. ...
. .

(over $100,900 provided by NSF)waS large; the duration-of the project
,i-

was,relatively long (14 Months); and the-project was ambitiou6 in

,scope. It described a project-to create a problem-priented, team-,

,

taught science. curriculiwthat WoUld..require a 127credit-houti3One-
'

.i -
year commitment fro* students The curriculum as,to focus:on four:

,
ul

. .



areas: communications,

municipal governmGnt.

transportation, modern, hoSpitals, and

In the eyes of the project director and of administrators at the

college, the CAUSE project,did not follow a smooth course. -A number

of factors were probably to blame. It is impossible to describe all

of them in detail, and any rate:an 'extensive desCriptiot of. the .

CAUSE, project is outside the scope of,this report. But since the LOCI

and CAUSE projecti were closely linked in time, in content., and

. , . .

evettually.iii-fate- it is probably-necessary to give an account Of'o

some of the Major occurrences on the CAUSE project.
e'S

In retrospect; it appears, that the base of support for a unified

science: project was proba ly too small to begin with. The, idea for a

unified science pro.fect.came primarily from the chairman of the

physical scieticeS.depattMentand4rom the deari,of. thecorlegeThere

was apparently:little or: no; for the idea among tlikengineering

'-faculty-7a key groupat the college. Faculty in eh6,phy4tatsciences

°

department knew little of the proposed project until: it received
.

-funding. Although these.faculty members were reported to be

supportive of the project once it began; they had little input into

the proposal or' into the design of the project. Ownership of the

project was the hands of the project director and-the college dean.

Just as grant activities were getting underway, there was an

p--- important phange in administration at the college. A new president

and a new dean dame on board. With thischange in administration came

a new'set of ins
*27

titutional priorities. The new president defined as

his top objective the strengthening of the college's engineering

program. -This program had beets_ a candidate for accreditation for ensf
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years, and-fOr the continued financial' viability of the institution,

accreditation was.a necessity. The institution purned out to be

successful in this effort to- strengthen -engineering. Its program

recently received adcrediiation:but to achieve this objective the

college had to use all available resources in this single major

effort.

o the new ,administration, the unified science program looked

"like a yery costly appiOach tii.te4cbing.. It requiied expensive

equipment, and it required a costly form, of ttam teaching. The

expenses were particularly troubling since the institution was using

all its available resources to upgrade its upper division prOgram in

engineering. The unified sciences program could hardly'compete

successfully for funds. Other a ects of the program also. raised

serious doubts. 'Students taking unified science would be opting for

12 credit-hours per term of science as freshmen; unified science would

be prattically their total program. Administration members thought

that such a program would be unbalanced and would not be appealing to

the students'it desperately wanted to attract to its campus. The new

administrators at the college therefore refused to make unified

science a requirement for entering freshmen.

The project director resigned from the college before his project

was completed, and the unified science course he envisioned was never

-taught. .In itsTlace the departmentoffered another two-term, 12-
- .

Credit-hour course; This course was also interdisciplinary and team-

tetight, but was not so brOad.in scope as.tho course originally

planned. It focused on the modern hospital only- -not on'

communications, transportation, and municipal,governmeni. Extensive
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materials were created fOr, this. course. Although it increased the r

work load apprecIably, five faculty members jointly offered the

course: Fifteen students VOlunteered'to take it ;. .six of them were_

left after the first semester to do-second semester work.

Evaluation

1
The original proposal for the LOCI project described the

Procedures that would be necessary to evaluate the course on.

"-
trangportation. o judge 'the outcomes of his .project the project

director expected.to compare: (a) basic knowledge of learners in the

pilot project and learners in the traditional engineering curriculum;

(b) PrOblMtoIving skills of learners in'the'two grOUPt;:(6) ability

learn new skills in the future by Membeis.of the two groups.

The course in transportation was not Offered; the apptoptiate

measuring instruments were not devised or selected; and so the

_
relevant measurements of course outcomes were never made; Nor were

measurements of the sort detciribed made in the course on the modern

hospital. Only six students stayed with that course for the whole

year, and the number seemed too few to justify rigorous comparative

evaluation.

The faculty member who directed the CAUSE project at its

completion instead arranged for selfevaluation of the course on the

modern hospital: The five faCulty members who team taught this course

made observations about its teaching and noted student reactions to

the course on a daily basis. One of these faculty members kept note's

on_observations and reactions. In general, the faculty team thought

that this course was successful for those students who completed it.

_Although these students said that the course required a lot of work,.
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they also said that it was worth, the effort. But since initial

enrollment was low and only 40% of those initially enrolled survived

the'fitgt:semesteri the.Course was dropped from the .Curriculum

The current tidi'Llitan of the science department'at the college

points to several posit ve outcomes of the project. First, the NSF

project caused the depalCtment to try new teaching methods. Team

teaching, which had not been used in the science departments before

the college received the LOCI, and CAUS awards" is. now being used

successfully at the college. After w rking together inthe course7.6n

modern hospitals, a4tiologist and .a phy gist began team teaching a

new natural science course. The interdisCipIinary flavor of'the

course i a direct outgrowth of work on the LOCI and CAUSE projects.

The LOCI .end CAUSE projects also made the institution more aware

Al factors to.consider in mounting new programs: -Today, the. college

is committed to undertaking "market analyses" before making

commitments of its.own funds to majot,neW:prOgrams. or seeking outside

funds for such programs. The chairman-of the department-of natural:

sciences anticipates better results with more extensive sessment of

needs for new programs, He points with some, 'satisfaction to a project

,supported by the'Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

to develop an induitrial laboratory for the college. The project was

consistent with the objectives of the college, and the outcomes of the

project have been positive for the school. He hopes that future

prOjects supported with outside funding will also contribute to major

institutional objectives.



Reactions to NSF

Both theoriginal director of ehe LOCI and E projects and the

facufty member who succeeded him as direttor of the CAUSE project

commented about NSF programS. Both project directors said that the

LOCI and .CAUSE projects would not have been possible without NSF
\

support.\'They reported that'program guideli es and reviewer. comments.
\

\
.\_

were clear and helpful. They thought that visitby NSF staff members

to the: projects Were useful, and saw NSF personnz

helpful in providing funding extensions.

evaluationIn the eyes of the original project director,'

guidelines were not strict enough. In his opinion should demand

,an account of results from LOCI and. CAUSE projects. Thi project;

responsive and

director also suggested modifications in LOCI poliCy, guide ines. He

recommended that institutions providing matching support fo LOCI

Projects be screened morecarei011y. He also recommended making LOCI

awards larger and to fewer project directors to improve the impact of

projects. The individual who completed LOCI and CAUSE'activities\at

the college.said that more on-site visitation would be helpful at

institutions that are not expe-rienced'in carrying out instructional

.and curricular development with federal funding.

DeveIopmentaf-a-NicroorocStSor Laboratory

The site for the final project was a state, university located in

.a small MidwZStern town. artered in 186_8, the' univerdity has two

campuses and a total enrollment of 30,000 making it the eighteenth

largest univeisity the country. Although the institution..ismot a

major research university, it offers doCtoral degrees alblig with

taSter'sihaccalaureate and associate degrees.
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The university had a recent enrollment of aboui.19,020:

undergraduate students and 11,000 graduate-students. The majority of

the students were residents of the state. Tuition and fees' were

apuroximately-$750 for residents and approximately $1800 fpr;, ,

hOnresidents; total expenses were estimated at $3200 'for residents and

$4300 for nonresidents. Admissions Were competitve. °Recently the
ek:.

' university received over.8000 applications, and it acjcepted about 75%

of them The average score for the entering freshm on the Aterican

College Testing ProgreestS.Was 19. About 30% of: fieshien graduate

with tfieis class, and 257CoUthe men and 15% of theWomen peraue.

graduate study::'

The faculty consists-of more than 2300 members. Salaries Tor

these faculty members are at the national average, and these faculty

members can .turn to a variety:of SOdrceS for support for44.nstructional=
_ .

itkovement and professional development activities. A mini-

sabbatical program provides travel grants to individual faculty for

'attendance.at conferences and workShopS. Summer teaching improv_ement

awards provide one to two months, of summer Salary for course.: and- 7'

I development. A total- of :1-50,00.0 per y,par is hudgeted for

these ax,rds. Released time,is also occasionally available, although.

awarded informaqy through, individual departments.' The Learning

=Resource Center at the uniVersity provides consultant seilrices to

faculty members with instructional problems. This Center also
,4

provides technical assistance to- faculiy.merabers interested in

developing instructional aids.



Background of the Project

Ill

The director and cd=director of the LOCI project were both

faculty members in the computer science departm The project

director received her,doctorate in computer science from a research
_ .

university in the Midwest in 1975 and came directly to the department

of -computer science- as, assistant professor. Her teaching and research

interests inCluded design and implementation of software systems and

-..piogramming languages. At the completion of the LOCI prOjec in 1978,

she left her teaching poiition to.pursue research at a major esearch

laboratory. The co-director got his Ph.D. in mathematics at 'a

research university in the Midwest in 1969. He also came directly to

the department of computer science as an assistant professor. He was

:promoted to associaie.professor.in 1975; and became departm- ent

-ch4rperson in 1977. Histeaching and research interests include

design of hardware systems, theory

algorithms.

of computation, and-anainis of

The department of computer science is a relitively new department

at the university. First established/as an independent academic

department in 1970, it began to offeran undergraduate major in 1974:

Like the field of computer science the department of computer. science

has grown rapidly in recedt:years. In 1974 the department had 5*

'undergraduate majors; in 1977 here .were 2006 in 1980 undergraduate.

majors totaled 400. There are currently 10 faculty members in the
1

computer science uepartment.

Two developments in computing stimulated the project co-directors

to -develop their proposal. The first was the arrival of

microprocessors on the computer market. Soon after the first



Microprocessor appeared in 1971, it became apparent to the project

directors that microcomputers would revolutionize computing. New

methods of operation would replace the old; "central processing 11 lould

give. way to "distributed intelligence; and the use of'computing would

expand rapidly into More and more sectors ofsociety. 'Computer;

science departmenta were not making adequate preparations for this -'

imminent revol ion, theproject "directars thougfit, and this troubled

them.

A second development that concerned the project directors was a

growing tendency to separate hardware and software concerna'in

computer curricula. One of the clearest signs of this split galas the

presence on college campuiesof separate hardware-oriented computer.

engineering departmente ant software,-oriented computer science

depdrtnients. With hardware and software taught separately, students

found it difficult to appreciatepotal computer systems... Their lack

of a broad perspective was not too serious a 'problem as long as large

machines dominated the computing field., 'Such machines needed

specialists for support. But with the rise of smaller computers,

generalists familiar with all .aspects' of computeg4ydtems would be

needed. Students Would have to know both hardware and software and

how. the two were related.

In 1976 the project directors' dwArtillent was already beginning

to integrate instruction on hardware and software. A new course,

;-.
Fundamentala"Of.COmputing Systems,: Offered for the first. time in the

fall'af'1976;.usedthedepartmetit' new mini-computer laboratory to

give students hands-on experience with both hardware and software.

But with an enrollment "of 48 in the new course, the laboratory could



not -provide time for exclusive used bfi the'mini=computer by each--
,

:student; Laboratory:projtcts.h'ed.to:be alpha to thOse Which could

be carried out on a shared machine.

The project directors thought that they could solve.both their

problems by revising Fundamentals -of Computing Systems to include a'

-microprocessor laboratory. - This revised course would bring the latest

computer-technology into the computer science curriculum, and it would

at the same time give students a ;lance to deiielop their cvn small

comlluting systems in an unlimited haeds-on environment; The-project

director's 1977 LOCI proposal asked NSF for approxiiattly $25,000 for

this project: Institutional contribution wai listed $26,4300. The

- ;project was scheduled to start in ;Tune 1977.and-Wa expected to b.

completed in one year The bulk Of the .NSF funds- were to be oSed.fOr

summer salaries for'the co-projeCt directors. Just over $3000 ofNSF

jundS'Vere to go for computing equipment.

Froject'objectives-and-Attivities

The, majorsobjectives of the project were two:

a) to imbed microprocessor technology into the curriculum;

,

b) to give students_ the opportunity to study the relationship

between -computer hardware and software thrOugh,hands-on

design of a microprocessor-based tomputer system.

The project. directors intended to deiASe.e,,new type of course that

would 'provide each student with a microcotputer. as personal and

'POrtablt laboratory: Themicrocomputers were .to be both an obiect'of

study and a pedagogical tool.

The new .course was to consist of four modules that would show

students how to build a total computing system. Starting with a

117



simple pl.ece Of'hardwal-e,:students would develop their own:loaders,i.
, .

text editors, and assemblers. The four modules were.to doiter:,

4) Design of the mitrocomPUier7-a module to introduce students

to digital, logic circuitry.

Interfacing7-4 module on the techniques necessary
.

to 'enable

microcomputers to communicate with other devices.

Applications of microcomputers--a module on a-simple

application of ..microcomputers, such as simulation of a

digital watch.

Building a computing system--a moduleson writing a self-

,assemblerfor the microprocessor.

To Ca-ate the course, the project directors heeded: to accomplish

at least two tasks. Plitt, they had to write material for students

since e'completely suitable text was unavailable.- Second, they had to

6

prepare computerhardware and software support. -They intended to

initially purchase i4t# microcomputers' along with pupPOrtingmanuals

and equipment, and enlarge the lab only after using it for a semester

. -
in teaching; k.graduate'4Uhdent was

laboratOry for the revised. course.,

to assist in:readilng the'
.

Project activities moved aloni 'on schedule. or themott part.

Only small adjustments were made 'to the original .plans for the

\project. One of the proposed modules--on applications of

microcomputers= - was -not developed.' Another module was written in its

place. One of the programming tasks originally expected to be.

completed in one, year in the end, required the part-time efforts of one

faculty member and four graduate students over a period of two years.

1 18



The project directors first offered Fundamentals of Computing,

Systems with a microcomputer laboratory on a trial basis during the

1917 -78 academic.year. The first offering of the course provided

opportunities for discovering unexpected problems and for refining
,

materials and protedures. When the course was first offered, one of

the project directors noted, only two out of eight students were able

to complete a difficult assembler programoling problem at the end of

the course. When the course was offered for,the -fourth time recently,
j ---

65 out of BO students completed this assignment.- The project director,
,

was Pleased' that the revisions have apprentiy added to course.

effectiyeness.

Today the microprocessor is an established part of Fiindamentals

-* A ;,
Cothputing 5ystemgi.a course,required oCall undergraduate tomputer:

science ma :The laboratory hasgrOwn .size to .30

microprocessorS-7-half are Motorola 6800's and the:remainder are Intel

8085's..; Ten ofthese microprocessors'are set 'up as 'permanent. "base,'

_ stations" rn the laboratoryLthe remaining computers are available for

Itheckout bystUdenta. The laboratOry easily stipOrta::60to:80

studenta in-Fundamentals of CciM.putingiBystems, and tatiprObably:

support ore students. Maintenance of equipment in.the microprocessor

laboi terry not been `a problem. The microprocessors are highly

reli ble, and costs for maintenance are.less than $1000 per year.

Depart ntal -fa ds budieted for purchase and maintenance of equipment

augmentingeasily cover this item, and a:part of these funds go toward

equipment in the laborator

Ficuity members and graduate students/in compUterafience are
..

currently ".making ektensive use of the microcomputer 'laboratory Five- ,
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faculty.members in the department use the laboratory in their on

teaching., In addition;' two graduate. students and fi've'lacultY members.

are conducting researchprojectS utilizing laboratory -taicrocompu

Four master '. s theses have already been completed utilizing _equipment,.

Overall, the department chair pointed out; :the labbratoty seems to. .

have contributed to a reduttion, in anxiety abO.utcipplater hardware in
, i

partment:
--.::.:-' . .

adnIty members%Outsicle Ofthe.institution 'halie also learned

about the project , making some use of ,the pro ject i results.
r

The 'Iectu're'notes that thePioje,Ct'.cod:irectors Originally wrote for:
.

- the course .,li'aatae; the basis for a.cotaputer' science textbook that will

he published this "fall. Both prOjeCt directors' have also presented
:t. 'PaPOrs. fly1 written articles on the prOject. Findings have been

Apresented' at' 'a regional workshop; a national conference, and- an

international 'conference. One of the'reports °on project findings is

available' in aFset. of published ,conference proceedings; another is

available in a joUrnal:on -computer ..science.
.

gvaluation

The project directors plarined to evaluhte the course in two major

ways; First they intended to ask "students and faculty members abOut

their reactions 04.theaytinitial course. The second approach to

evaluation was to be` more forraal. A controlled, evaluation seemed

poSsible sinde',Fundamental'S Of Computing Science, was to be offered in
-)

I977778 -both with:and wIthout the microcomPuter laboratory. . The

project directors' planned to use common testing devices with the two

groupi.of students., and they also planned to compare performance of

the two groups in later upper division.courses.



Reactions to the :course and the microprocessor laboratory were

favorable 'from both studtnts and faculty. Stu4ents seemyi more

stimulated and productive when creating softWare for real AS opposed

to simulated 'Machines. Faculty members noticed the impact of the

laboratory on student attitudes; and began Using the laboratorY in

their own teaching. The fe dback to the project directors about the

course and.:laboratOry bas:thetefore"heea very positive an&gtatifying;

Thejproject directorS haVe not yet'earried out ,any formal

evaluation of project effects. As the project developed, .the proje6t_

_ _.
directors. began to see a controlled evaluation 'as both more .difficult

and less important to do. The project directors thought that the. ° =

number ofstudentS taking the:reVisehcourse '40a it Wai:.first offered

was too smaiifor:afokmal evaiuitioft. They'alao:thought thatv_it

would be hard'to interpret any difference inachievement of students

from the reviSed-dAd old VerSiOns Ofthe course. since the differenCe:_ .

a.

. .in content coveted in the two Versions Vdg.6 great. npanyiHthe
.

.

profeot direttora were not sure a fOrmal evAlUation of*t.hA:tOurse was

necessary.: Its effectivenesa wai clear enough tp the faculty, and the-.

new course and iicroIabOratory soon became institutionalized at the

'college.

Reactions to NSF

Overall, both ,project directors considered the LOCI program'

satisfactory for their needs. In their opinion, reviewer comments

ahout.their proposal;ywerAhelpful; They reported, howeier, that the

comments must'be:read critiCally'since.reVieWerS do ncit always_

accurately'assess strengths and weaknesses of propotala. The project

directors also said that NSF could improve said aspects of the
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administration of the LOCI prograii. Tardiness in announcing aWards
. .

and a-; lack of clarityabout'deadlines Created some prOblems for. the'

project.ect directors; In .addition, project directors thought that.they

would have benefited from opportunities to- discuss 'pers'onally. their.

PrOject reSultswith NSF personnel;

'Overall,. both project directord considered the LOCI Program

-.°

satisfactory for their needS. In their opinion, re iewer .comments

about their proposal were helpful. They reported, however; that the

comments: must be read' critically.since.reviewers do not always

asncUrately-asSeSs strengths and weaknesses of :proposals. rie'projpc;:

,0rectors also said that NSF could improve some aspects of'the

administration of the LOCI program. Tardiness in announcing (awards c.!

and A lack of clarity about deadlines created some Troblems for the

project directors. In addition, project directors thought thA they

would have benefited from opportunities

project results with NSF personnel.

diScUSS perSouillYtheir'

SummariandConolusions..,

one of the curricular projects clfaily..benefited the departmeht

where it took place. In he years since the LOCI project began, the

microcomputer laboratory has grown inSize tnd importance in its

department, and.the project director--now_ department chairperson--has

written about the project for, national'and intquational audiences.

The other, two projects were less successful. The directors of, both ot

the projects resigned from their institutions in disappointment before

revised courses were offered, Others took up their work, :b t the, t. the

-
final results.of the projects were less than expected. .After one

tryout, each of the revised courses as dropped.' Evaluation of the.



pro=jects was ihformal. In each case, students in the revised courses

were too few to warrant formal evluation.

Iwthere.anything thit these two projects had in common that

distinguished them from_the_moresuccessful__project? --The -directors-of------

the two less successful project$ were both new to their institutions.

Prior to taking, teaching positions, both had worked at major, research

centers. 'For their projects to succeed, both teachers had to win the,

cooperation of their new colleagues. Both of the less successful

projects involved-sever-al courses.

It is poSsible that such factors influenced

) Experience of project director--A project director Who has

project ouecomes:

just:arrived at an institution may not be in the best

,position to assess needs at the institution or to develop

'realistic. plans fOr meeting these needs.

Scope of projects--Projects involving several courses require

more cooperation among faculty members. New faculty members

May find it especially hard to win such cooperation from

their colleagues.



The caie studies described in this volume complement the

-
quantitative studies of Volume II in two ways. They provide a check

on the data, from questionnaires and reports, and t ey -bring up some

Issues not raised by the quantitative analyses. In both ways the caSe

studies round. out the picture of the LOCI program that emerged from

the studies reported in Volume II.

The:.site visits gave:us-am:impression about project,:Outcomes-that

was less positive than the impression conveyed by questionnaire

results from LOCI Project directors (reported in Volume II, 'chapter

5), but more positive than the impress,ion left by final reports on

LOCI projects (reported in Volume Il, Chapter 6). In our judgmen't,

six out of ten projects achieved their major goals. One of, the

remaining four projects. produced some positive effects, and three of

the projects seemed to accomplish little of !a positive nature. Three

of the ten project directors documented their project results with

quantitative data in final reports. The-other project directors

_:...either did not submit final reports or submitted final reports that

were descriptive and impressionistic.

We could not reach firm conclusions about factors that

contributed to successful project outcomes ecause the sample of

institutions that we visited was so small. The site visits, howeverf--,
, )

suggested that -several factors'may beielated to' successful project

outcomes:



c)
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ProjectS involving "low" technology may have been more

successful than projects involving mord complex technologies.

With more complex hardware, project directors seemed to run.
_ _

into more snatiii.

Projects that involved adaptation of existing approaches

seemed to have more positive outcomes than projects 'involving

develOOMent of new apprOaChes;- PrOject directors who had

clear models to imitateespecially models that they had

learned about in workshops=seemed to have an easier time

than project directors who tried to construct new approaches

by themselries.

Project directors with career commitMehts to instructional

research and development seemed more likely to complete their

projects sucCessfully.

Projects directed by faculty members who had "settled in" at

an institution seemed more successful than projects of

faculty members in their first year at, an 'institution.

Projects involving a single course taught by a LOCI project

/

director seemed more successful than multicourse projects.

Resources p4Orided by LOCI may be spread too thin on multi

course projects.

The site visits thus suggested several areas where program

guidelines might be improved:

. a) Projecf directors--NSF program wagers may wish to consider

restricting awards to teachers who have been at institutions

for at least ;a year. JuSt as institutions require faculty

members to teach for several years before they apply for



sabbatical leaves for further study, LOCI'might require

faculty members to serve at institutions for a year or two

before submitting applications for updating courses or.

programs-at-the-institutions ----. This -requirement might be most

appropriate when a project involves several courses or a

whole program. FacuIty.members who have. "settled in" for a

year or two might assess better than newcomers the

difficulties they will meet in trying to change a sequence or

group iofHtourset_.at'an institution;

EvaIuation7-Nott:LOCI proposals did not commit the project

directors to careful and controlled evaluation of project

outcomes,- and project directors sometimes "cut back" on

evaluation activities during theirprojects. Without better

local evaluation of projects, conclusions about results of

projects will always be open to question. This is surely an

area where better guidelines can be written for faculty

members writing proposals and for reviewers reading them.

ci. Final reports--Guidelines for final reports are also-in need

of improvement. Some of the project directors we visited

-were uncertain about expectations for final reiarts; pne,

project director was dismayed to have a final report returned

with a notation that it was submitted too early. Two others

learned that final reports they submitted did not reach the

proper division of NSF. Mxtre clarity in guidelines for

submitting final reports is therefore necessary. The

guidelines should alio encourage project directors to submit

reports with results that can be synthesized effectively by



program managera., In recent years, educational readarchers

have developed tools for Objectively-synthesizing applied

findings in:educatiot and,other Areas, and these tools can.
. .

yield objective generalizatiOns about the effectiveness of T
.

large groups of projects. In principle,

applied to results from funding programs

thesetooIs can be

such'as LOC1,:but in
.

reality: the results reported by LOCI project directors. are

far-too impressionistic to be of use in objective synthesis.

In our opinion this area, more than any other, needs careful

attention from NSF personnel.


